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Preface

Myth has the swan sing just prior to demise. Well, this is written as I depart as

boOk review editor of Exceptional Chi dren and those who've heard me know

sing very well (but I hum beautifully). So here it is alast hu

hat I can't

I reread my fore ord to the 1973 volume of SeleOted.' Media Reviews, and must confess

that tbe stuff sounds very weighty indeed. However, although we tried hard to be serious,

fair, and--above allhonest, much of this work for me_ (and I suspect for most of our

contributors) was sheer pleasure. Reading books, ,talking about them, and Writing on

them are lovely ways fo.cbgage one's time. Further, being responsible for putting rev ews

together is fun and satisfaction, and can give one the sense of mild creation.

But revieWing books has a completely sober and socially significant. aspect._ If "the

medium 's the essage" wag a popular slogan of the 1960's, it is no less relevant to
,

say that the medium is the mass 'age of the 1970's. Knowledge is said to -double in rany

areas every few years, and one tends to think that books on such Imowledge far exceed

the first geometric increase.

Special education is no exception. It is with the intention of helping people Who work

wi h fhe handicapred and gifted to cope with such an array of published works, that we have

compiled these reviews.

n by professionals in their respective areas, the reviews range in content from

-artic,ulation theorx to sexual: ident ty crises, from token economy to Rorschach responses.

Although the true writer doesn't need critics or others to judge him and his works--he

does it hi selfthe forthrightne- of the reviewers comments together with thoughtful

eL.
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summary cainot help buVsti ulate the

/as we'lFks helping--is what we really are about as educators.
r

Finally-, to all of you whOworked with'me and contributed to these Media Reviews, to,

e der's thoughts on the subject. Andlhinkin

all who wrote the books for us to review, and to all who read the rev ews--and the books--

thank you you sincerely.

Burton Blatt, Centennial Professor
and Director, Division 91 Special
Educatfon and Rehabiiilation,
Syracuse University,
Syracuse, New York
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The ABC's of the Open Classroom.
Lesley P. Gingell. Homewood, linnets: ETC
Hardcover:

Ibllcatlons, 1973. 276 pp.

According to the author, the purpose of this book is to att

fellow leachers who . . wish to Open up their elas

pt to l'aid.th

rooms a bit.thpre or:even

a whole lot" (p._ 12). Towa- d that end, Gingell (a,teacher. he elf),has given us a very

personal account of her considerable experienceln the British
,

_ary schools.

- The book is diiided into 15 chapters many of which focus on a single curric1u

area such las language, environmntal studies, discovery (science ith art

vrafts, music, and Movement Each subject is discussed in terms of pa:pose, methods,

descriptionds of specific projects, and the author's personal exper ence.' Many of the .

chapters contain extensive examples of children's work, copies of teacher prepared

materials, and photographs of groups of children engrossed in projects at School,

performing in plays, or exploring community settings.

Immediately preceding the curriculum chapters are sections titled "The Child"

(the author's view on children's needs and teacher ' responsibilities to childreii

"The Teacher " (a discussio- of teacher training in England), "The-Place of the lndivid-

ual in the Classroom and School" and "Methods of Teaching Children in a ClassrooM

Situation. This last chapter is really a general introduction to the content areas to

come while the "Place of the Individual . . is a rather awkward combinatiOn of

the intriacies details, policies, guidelines, awlrds and honors, and the like, that

, constitute the English primary school system.

The real strength of this book is its personal quality. The author states her

position in the introduction: "One thing of which I am quite sure is that there is no

one way of teaching or learning" (p. ix). She confirms that position throughout the

3
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book:by describing for he a variety of experiences that repreient innu

able ways,of teaching and learning effect vely and plea ntly. For example, Gingell

seeg the-open classroom Ss a series of hu an relationships, not a particular ructur-

al configuration; uch concert for human growth and development permeates her book.
_

The weaknesses of this book may be found in what the author has not included.

In comparison to the number of examples and amount of description, :the brief focus

on issues in open eucatioh seems almost nonexistent. For example, the only mention

of problems in this book occurs in a one page discussion of discipline that makes

classroom organization and cooppration seem much easier than it really is. The last

chapter, "Some Final Reflections, not quite_two pages and left me wishing it we

h longer and mOre complete. Even the first chapter, a fascinating description of

the author erience in an American school, seems much too brief and not nearly

as comprehensive as it might have been.

AA it stsiids, however, The ABC's of the Open Classroom is a useful and personal

description of one teacher's efforts toward open education; it ought to be helpful to

other teachers with Wimilar interests.

Reviewed by: Steven J. Apter, Division of Special Educa ion, Syracuse University,
Syracuse, New York.

4
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Abnormal Children and Youth: Therapy and Research.. _
Anthony Davids. New York- Joim Wiley & Sons , 1972. 211 pp. $11.95 Hardcover: .

Although the_attempt to unite educators and psychologists in the conlmon cause of

exceptional children has been e repeatedlf, the fruit of these efforts has-been

elusive. Teachers suspect the visiting clinician, while clinicians, Ln haste or in lack

:of appreciation of the schrl environ ent, frequently fail to communicate their findings

effectively. Thus, an endeavor to bridge the gap betvireenthe two is welcome, partic-.

ularly in a time of renewed efforts tO iotegrate thcceptional children into regular

el ass
4-

This volume offers educato an understanding of the process of psychopatholog-

ical development, from both a preventive and a develop ental poLnt of view. By

acquainting teachers with the role of ego fun tions in the lea ning of intellectual ater-

ial, the author seeks to open the design of curricula and methods of teaáhlng emotionally

di turbed children to the contributions of the psychologist.

The psychologist author employs studies of children ir a psychiatric hospital, a

halfway house, and a sum er remedial program for underachievers undertaken at

Brown University. Various fOrms of treatment are used, ranging from intensive long

term therapy to behavior modificationprograms. In each case considerable discussion

is devoted to the linkage of treatment and research, a component frequently missing

from entries in research, journals. The author articulates this relationship in two

ways: he describes the progression from the s atement of the question, through plan-

ning and imple entation, to follow up; he also evaluates critically the effectiveness of

the research effors in determining the success of intervention strategy.

recordinE ao evolution of five projects of child assistance, Davids concerns



himself with the working relatioriship bet een therapeutic lar,educational practice and

research considerations. Each investigation is introduced ith a oo-mprehensive

review of relevant literature in the f eld of emotional disturbance and ego development.

The use of individual case studies serves to illustrate subtleties which underlie the

more formal group Studie-s,- and the reader thus acquires a dynamic view of factors

which might otherwise be seen as one di e sional.

Although the strengths of this volume are more salient than its falling8, the

er tend to impede the autho 's objective of informing educators about psychological

factors which impinge upon the fearning process. It is not that the author does not

relate his clinical findings to the broader issues of education; rather, it is that hfs

assumptions and the language he speaks as a psychologist preVent the educator

from entering into the thought processes he employs to arrive at hiS conclusions.

To work clbsely with one another, as Davids invites educators and psychologir
to do, one needs to know both what the other selects as significant information and how

he.or she proce order to draw conclusions. Collaboration with a member of

another profession which does not include this data is destined to some degree of

failure. The mystery and threat oHhe o her person remains; the individual cam never

'be sure whether the other's decision making process is due to his style as a person or

his professional right o a storehouse of technical and privileged infor ation.

That this book is not ent' ely successful in issuing an invitation to educators to

collaborate with psychologists ifs to be expected. Traditions built by e_w professions

working separatelk in-what is -essentially a common cause will die. s wly. If members
0-

of each profession'heed this invitAtion howev.er, the basis will be laid for new and

possibly more productive forms of collaboration.

6
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Adolescent Ps cilia Vol I Develo rnental and Clinical Studies.
Shermari C. Feinstein, Peter Giovacchini (Eds. ). New York: Basic Books, 1973.
461 pp. $15. 00 Hardcover.

FUteen years ago the American Handbook of _Psychiatry devoted 22 pages to th-

yc liiiiti1c
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viewpoint is pri clinical, and whatever we lealin from area-s that go beyond the

clinical has to he ass ssed in terms of hoW it helps us deal With patients" (p. XIII).

Fortv-one or\_ rrs contribute cc 7 chapters arrai*-ed under the following ti ;

rVieneral considerations, 'exuality in Adolescence, "Psychopathological Aspects

,3t _.. I .1

A I I ,{ I I, 11

I

A A.



cha d the last chapter, "Adolescence in Is rRel" often reads

a travel agency .

The reader should n: hat the pres

lease frc:

olume i a conrehtmsive

textbook of adolescent psychia rv Almost without exception the contributors, most

att. I 1.44. s,t1,4 (..,. , ,A11 L114= p0 pi 4;1)14;1110 4,1 akik.11C01._:f C.1.1Ce

A ....1 tA k p I. 4.. LA/10
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chapters of Adolescent FIs-Kettiatri which will be of interest to any professional

who wishes to understand more about ;Adolescents imd their remarkable difficul1iet;

the nwdern era. This book, which ties theories to' case studies, also reveals a good

deal about Uh, ideas and practices of the psychiatrists and psychoanalys s who endeavor

. 15aII otIti k..0.JE,

I , 1 , . LL . ,1
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The.Annual of Psychoanalysis. Volume I.- I

Editorial Committee, Chicago thstitute for Psychoanalysis
Quadrangle Books, 197:1. :l95 pp. $.15. 00 Hardcover,
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illogical and the nature -__ the emotional ties of these patients to their therapis (the

analysis of transference). The relationship of such studies _- the teaching-and child

therapy situation is, ut course, theoretical or derivative .

However, several of the 23 authors have written on _owes of inte

44,41k1 1,0) k,t1trik,gia=1 114iCti
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admMistration, and prescriptions of treatment. In its consistently serious effort to

balance classical psychoasialytie viewpoints with moderm approaches, .it epitomizes

the struggles within psychoanalysis itself. The indexing is adequate, and it would. be

useful as a resburee volume iL the library of a training center. Note: although it is

k_.11,81t1a1 ill all). 44.1 lo hi'

1-s.)
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Articulation Thek'apy Throu_gh Play: A Multisensory Approach.
W. Forrnaad. Glen RIdge N.J. Fxceptional Rress. 1.974, 128 pp $5.95
Paperhack.
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because of the play oriented nature of Formaad's irrethod, such stages are given a

somewhat different perspective. This per ive provides a context in which the

speech and language clMician may assess the usefalness or feasibility of a play model

-
in relation to speech artieula 'Ai-therapy.

. I .,,,151
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necessary at these points, is more properly the responsibility of the author,

A final weakness relates to the author 's frequent suggestion that the speech

slightl

the u t-d con

and exagge md tur the day" from the rest of

Thin procedure, a Foiiiiaad sugg,ests may aid
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Auditory 1ilerceptual Disorders: An_ Introduction.
David F. Barr, with a foreword by T. Walter C7arlin. Springfield, TIlinois: Charles
C. Thomas, 1972. 67 pp. $(3. 95 Hardcover.

The st.' Eezenf. aJ, introduction
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ernptLng be concise, ,the author sometimes does not clearly differentiate

theories hypotheses, and speculation from estahlihed facts. For example, it is

stated as fact. rather than as specul tion tha "...breathing lead laden air from auto-
,

IllobilL e1ii101o115 tiab added dramatically to the number of perceptually handicapped

1!)) LiLA th Ail JUL J044,1 14111 EilLe ar_ ed to be of gre.di Importw-ice
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Behavior Change Methodology, Concepts and Practice
Conference on BehaviOr Modification,
Leo A. Harnerlynck !kin& ,1 Frio A m,r,
Research Press 197,T ti5, paperback,

Internat innal
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a

I
utorial strategy in the home sire sing behavioral management by paren61 with

(IellflqtJtflt y ith, with a y objective of avoiding institutionalization. A very

interesting dicusalon concerns the importance of behavioral skills and controls vs.

suit is a documented report that both a _ necessary, and itdonde skill

carries a warning to the behavioral modifier that to ignore the necessity of academic

uclikvmnt skills is a dangerous proposition.

Thu third section contain a frank discussion of the application of behavioral

difications with delthquent youth in.a group home. The cost benefit factors and

cci behavioral goal obtain opts rate suggest that this type of program may be

ultra high yield. Broader tion of behavioral(pOnciples in unrestricted

fal milieu, e.g. families, is au appareat general theme.

This book is an exc llont review of.the research related issues in behavioral

mo(Iifieatjon. It would be an.outstanding central point volume for use in a graduate

seminar, or as a supplemental update of current issu s in a secOnd graduate course

eu the application of behavioral modification. I found it an excinng and scholarly

oajo some very old but confusing sues. I would recommend this text highly,'

- 1 student about to'ernbarleon a dissertation in behavioral modification,

u, practitioner, or any trainer of practitioue Try it, you'll like it!

BoY'iewed by: David Sabatino, Department of Special Education, Northern illLnots
University, DeKalb,

21



Behavior Modification: A Practical Guide for Teachers.
James A. Poteet. Minneapolis: Burgess publishing Company, 1973. $2 95
Paperback

-

There a growing awareness that regular and special educators alike are

begimiing to look for brief, clear books which are directed at amplifying a singlei,

concept into usefulness. Poteet's Behavioral Modification is just such a slimline

pocketbook.

It contains 93 very easy to read self instructional pages, filled with diagrams,
4

"how to do it, " and illustrative exa ples. It intermingles concepts, terms, concrete

examples, and a review ocresearch in a balance that encourages a beginner's reading,

although it would be totally inappropriate for any teacher who has had a basic course

in behavior modification. Poteet makes no preten e of talkthg to his peers, but thiesn't

talk do n to his designated audience. Bather, he attempts a question and answer

dialogue.

It is apparent, however, that Poteet is talkthg to experienced teachers, so I

seriously doubt that the text is useful in preservice training. There are a dozen or so

texts better suited to preservice audiences. It is excellent, on the other ha:nd, for

insel ,eacher audiences, both for special educators who have not received specific

prep Awn in behavior modification and for regular educators seeking to learn more

about p up il management. It is ideal as a working collection for a special education

resour teacher or for a school psychologist who is constantly asked for more detail

°or specific examples in behavior modification.

Criticisms: I find only three faults with this material. First, there is a gross

injustice done to diagnos c-prescriptive teaching, ti ated in less than seven`pages

22
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an unclear stYle which seems Irrelevant e book. Second, there Is only

a one page discussion of modeling, and nothing on perform e contracts T rd, I

believe greater attention should have lieen given to the evaluation of behavioral manage-.

ent techniques. Each time he author brings the subject-up (suppos?dly devoting all

of Chapter V. to it )he quickly glosses over it and goes on to something else.

On balance however, the book is a good response to a new audience -- the
,

teach ng practitione- and for that target audjence, it Is well done.

,Reviewed by: David Sabatino, Department of Special Education, Northern Illinois
University, DeKalb, nlinois.

23



Behavior Pathology of Childhood and Adolescence.
Sidney L. Copol (Ed.1 New York: Basii books, 1973. 492 pp. 15.00 hardcover

I love nosta gia. When I rebently saw a film clip of Esther Will ams performing
a

a 2 1/2 tucked so e _ault dive Mto a glorious pool of flames and flowers, I said,

"Now, that's entortaTiementl" I had tM-same feeling!of nostalgia after reading-
.

Behavior PathOlogy of Childhood and Adolescbnce. For rnmy of us who were raised

and quizzed on psychoanalytiotheory, Viinking d t chniques, it was refreshing to

turn away from the present mechanistic and gushy humanistic theories of beha.v

This book by contrast, is like experiencing a class reunion in celebration of nld

time o thodox Freudian psychology. Words and phrases such a "derivative of un-

conscious conflicts, !' "primary proces " "mental infringement on semantic int

"intraPsychic impulses, " "phallic oedipal behavioral disturbances, "sublimation

of erotic wishes, "narcissistic fixation, " and best of all "parentectolny' oll off ihe

page with the precipion and ease of Stiunds from player piano.

If you have to turn to a medical dictionary or-your local psychiatrist to under-

stand this rhetoric, then it is time for you to expand your world. This book is your

chance to enter the excitement and mysticism of the unconscious forces motivating

everyday behavior. I guarantee you will not lje converted, but you will leave a bit More

confused and perhaps questioning of your objective views of learning, love, and life.

The tone of the book is set by Copel who indicates without embarrassment that

psychoanalysis is not a cure for the social ills of nur society. Psychoanalysis is a

comprehensive theory.pinpointing 'inner psychological experiences of supreme and

unconsoious forces as the main determinants of behavior. .The mind is a dynamic
-

complexity of psychological processes which defies any simplistic exTlan tion.. Ono's
24
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.charactr is th-e constan Iinterweaving

mold and are molded by paych8sexual develop=

onstitutional factors that both

Enough of theory.

The book comprises 20 chapters wrItten primarily by psychiatrists and including

such topics as disturbances Iiu1evôlopment and childhood neurosis, drug addiction,/

suicide in children and adolesoonts, physically handicapped children, milieu therapy,

and theoretical considerations of child psychotherapy. The majority of reference

nestled in the 50's and early 60's, and thus give the chapters a solid historical

perspective.

are

The most useful chapter and the one which educators need to lunow more about is

"The Displ.aced Child: Problems of Adopted Child, Single-Parent Child, and Stepchild. "

Written by Luce, the chapter highlights the dynamic forces operating in these iparent

child relationships. Additionally, it Provides enough excellent examples so that the

reader may better understand what some of his exceptional pupils may bring into Me ,

classroom on Monday morning.

The book can best be used as resource text at the graduate ievel of training.

Most important, it represents a fundamental theory of viewing the personality develop-

ment of children. Although I happen to believe in this theory, I am concerned by the

way it is here tr slated Mto educational strategies by' clinicians. The purists are

unable to recognize the importance of other significant variables operating in the

classroom. Ste ' chapter, "Child psychiatry in the School " for example, refl.

this narrow view; his strategies are about as iimovative and useful as a coVered bridge

in New England. While there is light at the end of the tunnel, it is. till a constricted

view. To make this .approach v able, one must turn to the psychoeducationai concepts

for educational application. 3 1
25



d by: Nicholas J. Long. HEllcrest Childr Con or, Washington, D.C.
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Behaviour Problems in chool: A Source Book of Readin
Phillip Williams (Ed. ). London: Jlverslty of London Pre

1.75. Paperback.

tw4
74. 250 pp.

The readings in thin book cleal with mañr facets ch ldren' school-

lated behavior yoblems. The `sedtions of the book are organized in a logical

progression, beginning with an overview of the nattire of these problems, pro-

'ceeding to the identification and causes' of maladjusted behavior, nnd ending

with a serieS of papers on the various methods of tre tment that may be employed.

Each section contains t concise introduction by the editor, and four or five papers

perta ning to the theme of the section.

The strength of thls 'book seems to be in its att ntion tO some of the .

traditional issues that have been raised by clinicians who work with children

having difficulty in school. The papers are concerned with IsSues such as

'(a) definitions of maladjustment, (b) differential perceptions of children's be-

havior by Various reference groups, (c) isolation of significant etiological

factors, (d) treatment intervention modalities and (e) research methodology

related to the understanding and treatme- t of behavior problems. Because the

book does not deal intensively with any single aspect of this problem, and con-

tains many relatively old readings it appears that the book would be

suitable as a supplementary text for students in education courses, or as a

background reference for researchers. The book is valuable as an historical

overview but not as a source of in ovative practical ideas-for those who are

imowledgeable M this field. One particularly interesting feature of this book

eporting of work done in British and American settings.

27



The major shortcoming of the book, from this reviewer's vantage point, is

the relatively inadequate attention giv n to approaches that focus oh modifying the

school environment, in proportion to the concentration on changing the child's

behavior. On page 130, Burt and Howard state that over a 20 ydar perTod they

und that a "...eomPlete and apparently permanent disappearance of every_ overt

sign of maladjustment" Occurred in greater th 5% of those cases in whih a

change of class or school was the only intervention utilized. Yet ith the ex-

ception of two articles on behavior modification in the classroom, there is no

material that deals with changing the environmental conditions that foste mal-

adjus ment. With the increasing emphasis on training teachers to be ipore s n

sitive and effective in interpersonal relations, revising curriculum to re

the social, emotional, cultural, and intellectual needs of children, and y. true-
,

turing the school sett' g to promote more positive devel p ent for alrchildren,

it would seem appropriate to include readings directed at these issues anti con-
/

corns. Other e, we are left with the same paradox that has pl gued educators

and el icians for years: Our theories of development and pat o ogy emphasize

environmental influence, while our methods of intervention focus on changing the

individual, without dealing with the environl_ ntal conditions that we have postu-

lated as being so significan

Reviewed by: Robert Cohen, Director, Institute for Community Development,
Syracuse, New York
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D nt:- The Autobiora h of Jan F
Ro
Hardab

This biog- a

New York: John Wiley .4 Sons, 1974. . 235 pp. $9. 95

cal account of "Jane Fry" which has been collected, compiled,

edited by Bogdan is a unicptie document; it should be read by anyone interested inv-

deviance and so responses to it. Sandwiched between an introduction intended

to establish the legitimacy of using first person narratives as data in thesocIal

ences and a concluding section designed to 'debunk" the traditional conceptions of

mental illness, is.the "meat" of this book. It is the narrative of aligh school dropout,

Navy veteran, former resident, of five psychiatric facilitie -exhusband alid father,

who, although she possesses the organs of a m

a woi

dresses lives as, and feels like

Based upon tape reco ded interviews, the story of Jane Fry is recounted with

great sensitivity and poignancy; it is replete wlth the frustrations and humiliations

encountered by those who defy mabistream social values and dare to be diffe ent. Of

particular interest to Bogd d to .this reviewer) are Fry's encounters with those

high priests of the middle class the mental health professionals -- and her des-

criptions of life in their institu ions. Fry's keen intelligence and articulateness make

her narrative a valuable addition to the literature which repudiates p ychlatric

diagnosis and treatment. Moreover, it lends a personal dimension to such repudiation.

But herein lies this book'9, ajor weakness. Since personal documents are not

the stuff of which convincing arguments are made (arguments that might persuade or

at least trouble the proponents of ental illness") then Jane Fry's story might be

turned around by a reader who believes in existence of mental disorders to support
29



his theories by pointing to the "sick". life- tyle and Fry arano d" attitude,toward

psychiatric practices. Thus, unless the reader of this book is already aware of the

social and political aspects of the labeling process the impact of this narrative may

be lost.

Although Bogdan Proposes that the purpose of this sociological autobiography is

to provide better indorstanding of society, its institutions and those who pass

through them, it may fall short of its mark. Readers must first be sensitized te the

issues surrounding the "mental illness" controversy. This boAk, the efore, would be .

ong others.a fine supplement to the works of Goffman, Szasz, and the Braginsky

Nonetheless; this highly readable portrait re _ Inds us that the life history of a person

is far more than a clinical case history and that, as Sarason points out in his foreword:

"Hopefully, through Dr. Bogdan's efforts see the.life-histoyy

accorded its ightful place as a productive social science t chnique" (p.

Reviewed by: Dorothea D. Braginsky, Lnstitute for Hu an Development, Fairfield
University, Fairfield, Connecticut.
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Bekond the Best Interests of the Child..
Jodeph Goldstein, Anna Freud, and Albert J. So init. New York: Free Press,
1973. ,10Opp., text; 50 Pp..notes. $7.95.. Hardcov

Three distinguished.authors have combined their uncle- landings of law.
4,.

and developmental psychology to discuss current legal practice regarding,contested

child placements, and in proposals for constructive change. The result is a

small, pithy, -and provocative.
.

The authors contend that rnos4çlecisions In cases of contested child placements,

defined as, "all legislative; jud cial, and executive decisions generally or specifically

concerned with establishing, adminthtering, or rearrangjng parent child relation-7

ship "(p give priority to adult needs and rights over child needs and rights.

They point out that although dec s ion makers may give prio ity to children's

physical needs (as hi cases of illness or 'abuse), they seldom attend to their

emotional needs. Indeed, strong psychological bonds between children and those

who have nurtured them over considerable periods of timetheir psychological

parents, if not their biological parents--are often disturbed or destroyed.

justifying such di ruption, decision makers frequently assert that their decisions

will serve "best interests of the child in the long run. " The authors point out that

this assumes an ability-to predict certainly the most desirable of long range

alternative futures for the child, and question whether this abilitY resides

courts or in any other placement agencies.

The authors make no secret of their conviction that priority must 15e assigned

to the child's needs for "continuity of relationships, surroimdings, and Onvironinents".

(p. 31) while guidelines are developed to effect change in the present situation.

They postulate that courts and other agents of the state should intrude but minithaily.
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10)1 CIA-
7:

into human relationships such as those between children sand their psychological paren a,

. and that child's present relationship with a psychological 'parent.ShoUld not kle .

disrupted in.the name of the znore abstr " a biological parent or

As a more appropri 'gnidthg concept for placements, the authors suggest

the choice of that alternative which is least detrimental to the growth and development

of the Lndividual child. "The least detrimental alternative.. that specific

placement and procedure for placement which maxi izes, in accord with tilt

chird's sense of ti e and on the basis of short-term predictions given the limitations

of knowledge, his 9r her opportunity for being wantedand for maintaining on a-

con this basis a relationship with at least pne,adult who is or will.become his

psychologicaiparOnt'" (p. Note here the stress on, children's negds.a:nd under-

standing of their life situation. The authors illustrate-these principles the text

through applidation to several.judicial decisions,
0

ith attention to supportfrig

precedent and in a draft of a model child placement statute.
4

Given the current legislative,and judicial activity seeking to7promote the

best interests of exceptional children by designing optimal environments for them,

spedial educator ill find themselves challenged to consider the application' of

a "least detri ental alternative" pr ciple to casda where rig ts to education an
A

"least restrictiire plac&nent' Te also at Issue. How can the possible benefits Q

moving an exceptional child to a less restrictive alternative.placement be balanced

against the possible disruption of the child's sense of continuity of relationships,

surroundings, and envirbn ents ? Gtven the limitations of humaii prediction, in

what plabement will the-child have best chance of being.not only accepted but

wanted? What placement will provide the greateg posit ve emotional value for
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the Child and for the adults among whom he 'lives

Fteud's generalizations from her work with displaced children in warti e

-
England have undbubtedly been reinforced ,6 more recent resear h on attachment,

7

-and separation among hu ans. She and-ler co-authors challenge with clarity

and force those a ong us who assume tbo easily that our manipulations of the

psychological envtron ents of children aie inevitably constructive. At-the same

.tirao; they-offer general principles to guide o the 'least detrimental" choice

when decisions must be made about children's pre en s and futures

Reviewed by: Frank H. Wood, Professor, Special Educat on Progrania University
of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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Child Rorschach Responses: Developinental Trends from 2 to 10 years.
L. B. Ames, R. W. Metraux, J. L. Roden, and R. 11; Walker. New York. Brumiffi
Mazel, 1974. 32fpp. $12.50 Hardcover'

When Child Rorschach_Res onses was originally publ Shed .Ln 1952, it was part'

clinical world that relied heavily on the Rorschach test but had become aware of

the lack of adequale nornvtive data, especiPlly for use of the test with children. Abe

book, alOng with several others, emerged from the, GoselI'Inst1tte of Obil3'peOltriP7
, -

ment in New Haven, Connecticnt'and- reflected3esell's emphasis on Maturation ati a

prime .movçr of development. Childre ere vie ed as moving from predictable stage

to stage as internal factors unfolded according to a preset scheme and time table.

Child Rorschach Responses, in both W and new editions, comprise a detailed

description of Rorsckach responses '4-650 "rior alf hildren'beiween the ages of 2 and
,

10, with detailed descriptions and discussiona -i5f this data_ Part One of trip revised

edition hIcludes a careful description of the sample and cif the sco

criteria, d a discussion Of children's responses

e hod and

t each half-year- (between g and 6),

or year- ietWeen 6 and 10) level reflected in the major scoring di: ensions: area of

the blot used, Me minanfi, and conten

is made Up of sample reeoids from each agp group, summary scores from thpt gro

The second part of the b -k (the bulk of -it)

and a discussion of the 'characteristics of children of that age based on interpretations

%of their Rorachach responses. The last part of the book includes some data and' dis-

.cus ibn concerning longitudinal Rorschach responses (to ootrast with the cross
,

ional materi elicited from the main sample); sømecomparisons of" the main

sample's sco 1th scores from children of other samples, with ihe enphasis on

socioeconomic status differences and their reflection in- It' schaoh scores; and a di

cussion of the use of the Rorschach to predict the later development of level '
34
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Child_Studies Througll Fantasy.
Rosatind Guild. New York: Qoadrnnk;le hooks. 197:i 292 pp
cover. $2.95. Paperback.
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experiences a child has dealing with, need, fulfillment, denial and modes of

defense.
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Childhood Psychosis Lnitiai Studies and New Ins ight6.
Leopold Kanner. Washinwton, D.C. VAL W ins ti Suit, 1973. 263 pp
$10. llardcovcr.
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The Children We_ Sec _An_Obse__.atioin_il Approach to Child Stud
Betty liowen. New York. Holt Rinehart and Winston, Inc. I97:i 321 pp $7.
Hardcover.
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'Childreii With LearninProblerns: Beading in a Develcvmental Interaction Approach.
Selma G. Sapir, and Ann C. Nitzburg New York: Brunner/Mazel Publishers, 1973.
$15, 00 Hardcover.
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It must b noted that the book is subtitled Reading&_12A I)eve1nnta1-Interacti

Approach, All the major theor'-'s of development are not represented, but the theorists
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, Given the role 01 the developmental-interaction approach as thd unifying theme

for this book this reviewer .o _ why a detailed account of the viewpoint is not
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Cultural Diversit and the Exce tional Chhd.
T.. A. Brahsford, L. Baca, and K. Lane (Eds. )' Reston: The Council for,
Exceptional Children, (no date). 92 pp. $5.50 Paperback.

Tho purpose of th s sho t paperback is to,report the proceedings of tuto

And c(mferenee held In Las Vegas in August 1973, The goal of the meeting was "to

pro[du a constructive contribution to the quality of their [the culturally and/or

1inuIntical1v different.minority group children) education through the combined

efforts of minority educators" (p. IV). It is assumed, therefore, that the goal of

=se proceedings in the same: i.e. , to sensitize professionals to the problems of

culturally and linguistically different children.

Thy. lic4)1* DI divided into fivo sections. Section I is a paper by Gustavo Gonzalez,

Culture. and Exceptional Children: " This section sets the tone for the

4

real_ ni the book by highlighting various aspeets oflanguage development, sociolinguist- _

t Li;t;Vt iC!1, the linguistic aspects of tests, the anglocentrielty of IQ tests, the

r 11) conininnity acceptance of children, and.the influence of linguistic and

; I tEo Wont if lea t ion of the m inority gifted. Most of what Gonzalez say8 in this
a

in arious forms for different target groups th.r sections of
4

iiiRhl4tts of the Institute on Language arid Cultur , "presents

thc i IivthI1al l-riguago sessions of each of the four components -- Asian
t *

:;111311voo1 and Taylor, Indian by Kit° and Lowe, and Spanish-

=

The kksirin summary focuses on sociological and

Asinn cultures; the Black summary focuses on Black
A

uf iti tlie Indian summrv focuges on the interface between

49
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anguage. and culture; the Spanish-speaking summary focuses on how the Spanish

guage itself reflects thiltural differences.

Section Ill is a single paper by 'Titan Aragon, "Cultural Conflict and Cultural

Diversity In Education. " After Presenting five criteria for culture, Aragon proceeds

to demonstrate how American education -- teachers, syllabi, textbooks and th6Iike

wittingly or unwittingly diminishes minority' cultures.

Section TV; "Ethnic PerSpective on Cultural Diver " is a collect on of six

papers. Taylor presents an historical review of European attitudes toward the Black

the impact of "talking movies, the cultural deprivation era, the emerging new

era of cultural pluralis d a discussion of test bias.

Sierra discusses the "Learning Style of the Mexican-American. She shows how

the' Mexi -Americ 's absorption in the task at hand, reluctance to compete academ-

ically (having been reinforced for achievement through cooperation strong family

ties, and story-telling tradition have implications for techniques for instruction and

for interesting children in school tasks.

Sata discusses Asian cultures. He emphasizes so e differences among them and

certain commonalities which lead to- Asian American children being perceived as model

students but still lead to conflicts with the dominant culture. He pohits out that these

all lead to the promotion of rote learning, avoidance behavior in Asian children, and

loss of the r creative abilities.

Sando points out aspects of American education which alienate Indian children.

He discusses three sources of conflict: time orientation, conforming to nature, and

social withdrawal, as well as differences ili learning style.

Chinn discusses the Asian.American's search for identity, relying heavily on
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Japanese and Chinese studies. He identifies three main personality.patterns: the

traditionalist, the "marginal man, " and the "Asian American, and describes how each.

may lead to conflict with the dominant culture.

City.

Rios draws a dismal picture of the-education of the Puerto Rican In New York

Section V presents the finding of the_prel4minary. -evaluation of the institute and

recom endations therefrom. The Appendix contains the evaluative questionnaires an

a complete list of papers presented at the Conference.

In summary, the book achieves its goal of sensitizing readers to the possible

sources of the conflict which minority group children may experience with schools.

Mo t of the papers are excellent in this regard, but one wishes that there were a more

liberal use of examples to illustrate many of the points. The reader will also note a

great deal of repetition among the papers especially between.the institute summaries

and the papers in Section W. Since the papers concentrated on describing poInts of

possible conflict and sources of problems for children rather than on solutions to

those problems, they tended tb deal with generalizations and not with specifics.

Therefore those who are conversant with the literattre which deals with a specific
a

minority will be disappointed in those parts dealing with that minority; yet they may

find seemingly more useful information-relative to the others. Lndeed, the Introduction

leads one to expect an intensive discussion of language v s a vis each minority group.

This is only partially achieved.

It was of some inte e t to this reviewer that every minority group pointed o

the ill t ent of that group in our history texts and classes as a major source of
C

alienation and as a prime example of American education's 'diminution of cultures
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different fro the dominant. Obviously social studios educators would b ne

reading and studying this book.

One could criticize the book on the grounds that seldom reference made to

exceptional children . Yet it Is evident that before the.minority exceptional can be

treated as a separate area of study_the education of the minoritIes in this, country must

be improved.
C.

This book just scratches the surface o cultural diversity and schooling. It

should be useful for introductory reading for all teachers but must be supple ented

by lectures and other reading. Used in conjunction with books like Hickerson's

Education for Alienation a.nd Hunter's Multicultural Education tbrou h

Based Teacher Educat'on this book will have maumum i pact. Used alone, its

impact may be negligible. Indeed one hopes other contcrences and other volu

will follow to put flesh on the bare bones here presented.

Reviewed by: Oliver L. Hurley, Division for Exceptional Children _University of
Georgia, Athens, Georgia.
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Evaluation of Behavio al Pro rams in Communit Residential and School Se
P. 0. pavidson, F. W. Clark, and L. A. Ilamerlynck ds. ) Champaign, 11 inois:
Research Press, 1974. 448 pp. $6.50 Paperback.

There is an urgent need for innovative and scientific approaches to the problems

of program evaluation in the broad field of human services. of equal importance is the

dissemination of _new m_thodologies to .consumerH a_ effici ntly and rapidly ds possible.

The present Volume fulfills both of these needs in, an ad I able fashion.

The fifth in .a continuMg series of publicationa sponsored by the Banff (Alberta,

Canada) International Conierences on Behavior Modification, the book has as its

central theme progra _ evaluation in community, residential, and school settings. It

is primarily intended for use as a text on program evaluation in colleges and univer-

sities and as a pri

Teachers

also ga

a y reference for program managers in hu

d specialists in the field of instructional de

service

gn and develop ent

ettings.

ould

uch useful information from the numerous concepts and examples presented.

The book consists of fifteen chapters written by authorities in the areas of

education, economics, social welfare, psychology, and psychiatry. The diversity of

content provides the reader with a variety of evaluation strategies demonstrated across

a broad range of behavioral programs. Examples Mclude design and analysis proble

in program evaluation, considerations in the implementation of program evaluation,

behavioral measure ent in community mental health centers, and evaluatio of programs

for juvenile offenders and the aged.

There are three chapters of particular significance to workers in the areas of

special education and rehabilitation. The first is Neenan's discussion of the benefit-

cost analysis procedure. Neenan describes the technique and reviews its use in the
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evaluation of mental retardation programs

economic analysis of such progra

lation to Conley's comprehensive

A fascinating chapter which workers in residential facilities will find particularly

'useful is Cataldo and Risley's evaluation system of living environments within

stitutions for the retarded. Prom their research and observations of institutions

and progra s for the retarded, the authors have developed procedures for providing

a Description of Re 'dent Activity. These procedures consist of three measure .

) A Stimulation measure which provides information on what the residents are

experiencing; (2) An interaction measure which p ovidesrinfor ation on what the

residvnts are doing d (3) An Activity measure which provides information on the

participation of the residents in organized activities.

These measures are then used as an assessment hierarchy in which the activity

measure is employed first. Those environments wifh ext emely low scores are then

assessed with the interaction measure. If scores remain low, the sti ulation measure

is used. Thus, the type of measure used as well as the level of behavior provides an

Lndex of the quality if the environment.

A third chap er'of interest to special educators deals with cost efficiency and

effectiveness in the early detection and improvement of learning abilities. In their

paper, Pennypacker, Koenig and Seaver Lnitially examine the history, then proceed

to describe the major components of the behavioral measurement system lmown as

the Standard Behavior Chart. They illustrate the applicability of this system by con-

sidering its use in the evaluation of a program designed to identify and remediate

learning disorders in children.
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in summary, this book has several outstanding features. It contains mime ous

concepts.and ideas which can be applied directly in a variety of settings. The con epts

presented are for the most part firmly docu ented by.existing social, psychological,

and educa,tional research, The thrust of the entire volume is toward the scientific

treatment of program evaluation in lieu of the traditional descriptive approaches of

the pa t. A major st ength is the sequential arrange ent of the'book in that design

and analysis issues are initially considered, followed by excellent examples of program

evaluat'ons including local programs, reg onal approaches, and national perspectives.

Furthermore, most chapters contain clear examples of concepts and procedures dis-

cussed as well as comprehensive summaries of content.

One minor fault with the book is the edito failure to include a single article

concerned with strategies for evaluating_public school programs which are integrating

handicapped children into the regular educational mainstream. Although Mercer and

others caution against premature evaluation of such programs, it is neve theless

important that ideas be generated and evaluative methods proposed in the near future.

Thus when the need arises, the probability of the validity of integration programs

being clearly demonstrated in terms of financial econo y psychoso ial development

and academic competence will be significantly increased, if solid foundations are now

elaid within the spirit of scientific inquiry.
a

There is also a semantic fault which is fortunately limited to only a few chapters

in the book. In these chapters, the authors consistently use the dehumanizing term

"retardate" in reference to mentally retarded persons. This term is still -quite

common in the more technical and experimentally based journals concerned with

mental retardation research. There is no need to use this archaic term in our
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professional vocabulary when mbre humane terms can easily be substituted in its place.

In our teal to study mentally r tarded "subjects" and to report the findings of eneri-

mental research we Horn t s forget that the retarded are first andjoremost

Lndividual persons of character and dignity who are ent tled to be characterized in

positive and humane te

Aside from theA few limitations, this is a truly outstandfng book. There is a ,

t emendous amount of useful infor anon within its.covers and it Is strongly recommend-

ed for anyone concerned with the evaluation of programs in the field of human services.

$

Reviewed by: Carl E. Muehlberger, Regional Education Center, Syracuse, New York.
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Experimental Psychologj of Mental Retardation.
Donald K. Routh (Ed. ). Chicago: Aldine, 1973. $10.50 Hardcover.

According to the editor, !lhis book is addressed to the topic of 'What

experimental psychological research contribute to our understanding of the retarded

child's difficulties in a learning situation?" The book is actually a collection of 9ight

papers presented at a symposium at the University of Iowa in Nay, 1970. The authors

of the various papers are, for the most part, well known persons who have SP nt some

years working in the psyehology of the retarded. Although the book displayp the editing

'problems associated with the transcription of live presentations into printed format

and discontinuity from varying author styles such problems do not detract froM an

otherwise lucid presentation of the current status and future trends of the various

spekers' research interests.

In his paper, N. O'Connor explores the thesis that the learning problemp of the

retarded are att ibutable to specific disabilities (especially in language) In addition to

an overall generalized intellectual disability. Leonard and Susan Ross review classical

conditioning and intellectual deficit. David Zeaman in his'pape "One Programmatic

Approach to Retardation" describes 15 years of work leading toward the development

of a theory of retardate discriminative learning.

A fascinating account of man's capacity for information processing is provided

by, Spitz in his paper titled, "The Channel Capacity of Educable Retardates. " nan

Milgram stresses the differences between cognition and language and presents a case

for cognitive train g for the retarded. Edward Zigler a serts that "...any cognitive

theory cannot be a complete theory of the behavior of the retarded. " He reviews his

and others work in rigidity, social deprivation and motivation, expect
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institutionalization and personalIty, and o her fac ors related to behavior- of the

retarded.

Speaking as a special educator, I find that this book suffers from the same

malady which afflicts similar books with a context of psychology. In my judgment,
4

the book does not truly address the problem of how to help a retarded child cope with

a learning situation. I would find it difficult to recommend the book for use in'a eon-

vention.al teacher education program, especially at the undergraduate or master's

level. The book seems to be designed almost exclusively for researchers. Assum ng

that audience, however, the book is well done and is a s1gn[fiant contribution to the

literature. Wile the book stops short of providing information that can be applied

directly in the classroom, it is strong in information which can be used for further

laboratory and .perhaps fi Id research dealing with learning problems bf the retarded.

The bobk is especially appealing to researchers or interested persons who are not

fully aware of the work of the persons represented here. Each of.eight papers-pre-
(

sented at the.sympo ium are at once an historical review of the researche ' work,

a statement a current findings and, in most cases, a preview of work yet to be done.

Reviewed by: G. Phillip Car wright, Department of Special Education, The Pennsylv a
State University, University Park, Pennsylvania.
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First view of S c Education. Vohimes 1 and.2.
r Mann and David A. Sabatino (Eds.) Philadelphia:

Education Press, 1073. 605 pp. Hardcover.

In the

ournal of Special

ly portion of the 1960's various information retrieval systems
-

e intrOduced as means by which.special educators could at empt to cope with

the "literature explosion" that has beset all scientific endeavor. Periodic

eviews of selected topiâs -within related fielsbaye been another approdêh by
c.

which special educators ean evaluate accomplishments, identify deficiencies,

and indicate future directions of inguiry.

As the title indicates, this is the first of what is intended to be a period c

assessment of, primarily, the educational management of handtcapped, socio-
.

culturally disadvantaged, learning disabled, and gifted children. It is this re-

viewer's opinion that the editors should not limit their future content to "children"

as such We functions as recreation and vocational success, to name a few, may

be unintentionally excluded.

It is a diff cult t sk for two editors to select and coordinate.23 authors in

a two-volume work that emphasizes theory, research, and application in the

area of education and training of exceptional individuals Mann and Sabatino

admit that the work necessarily had to concentrate on current and definitive

issues in special education at the expense of comprehensiveness. Volume One

features research on such topics as diagnostie-prescriptive teaching and language

behavior of the mentally retarded. Volume Two is intended to underscore research

applications in various topics such as specific reading retardation and the effect

of research upon educational practices. AI _hough certain chapters, such as reading

re.search and administration in special education, transverse the field of
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excel) tonality, there is only a minimal a ount of discussion related to the deaf,

blind, kifted, speech and physically disabled. Given'these omissions, one

questions the inclusion of a chapter on special education in Eastern Europe as a

ranking topic fpr review in this first issue.

The reader should-note that some of the chapters have companions in

'other sources of literature. For exa ple, the topics of behavior modificatiOn,

role of litigation, and intelligence tesfing a ethnic minorities have attracted

the attention of numerous authors and editors. Mann and Sabatino direct the

reader's,attentibn tO the factthat all reviews were completed by Augus 1972--1

so that one would be advisedi to place the chapters into a larger research

context.
;

As one would expect in a work of this sort, some chapters read more easily

than others depending upon the co plexity of the subject matter under review

and one's interest. For example, the chapters on instructional programs for the

trainable retarded and on perceptualcognitive styles had a particular appeal for

this reviewer, since they included the teacher as an active element in discussion

and related the application of research to the i -tructional proces .

Several authors have obviously attempted to assist the reader by summar-

izing as much information as possible in graphic presentations and tables. This

is especially helpful in the two extensive chapters that centered on ._esearch

with the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities and Qv singular reviews of

the Frostig Visual Perception Test and auditory perception.

Since special education must draw from many social and physical sciences,

it appears to move lu several directions si ul Aneously, and with.various speeds.

This is important to understand in approaching The First Review of tpecial
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Education sinee it is _heavy withobsrvationthat may dishearten ttie uriwary
. .

,

-
reader. Yet if The Review to be a periodic, "organic th ng as envisioned

by Mann and Sabatino, then ust contain the continual gro th struggles of a

field, that is thriving at the same t- s_critically called to task

There is little doubt in this reviewer's mind that the edito have launched

a vehicle which if-continued will provide Still andther stone in the foundation

of information fro which we draw answers to the basic questions: Who, what, and

how to teach and-finally, how well is it taught?

Reviewed by- Charles Kokaska
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Growin. Up:In Garden. Court. .

Lois B. Miii.phy. New' York: Child Welfare,Le
$4. 95 PaPerback,_

Ln GroWing Up In Garden Court, Lois Barclay Murphy

moving; and significant account of the philosophy and program

Hospital at the bilenninkr Clinic. The 10 children in residence here are latelicy age

boys and girls with severe emotional problems and, in so e instances, with neuro-

logical difficulties-related to brain damage. Handicapped as they areo they are among
_

the chosen children of our handicapped child population in that they have the good

fortune to be in a setting where they can receive a kind of opt1inunieatrnent and kcare

directly related to their verygreat need. Certainly this has impllcaions for all

children with spec al needs including the need for special education.

Dr. Murphy describes the Garden Court children, the depth of their hurt and

disturbance, and the sensitive, differential treatment plan that is develo ed for each

of them. She writes of a large and gifted staff, of the complexity of the of rs.cice they

offer, of the de ands, the stresses, and the supports they experience. She creates

for the reader a sense of the infinite care which goes into the meshing of multiple skills

drawn from child care workers, social workers, teachers, and psychiatrists; she

conveys a. sellE1 of the creative force and talent that go to make up such a f9bric 5at

treatment. What is of particular help to the practitioner a defLnition of the ibu-

tion of each discipline d of the mutual respect and trust with which they work
;

together. There is a noteworthy emphasis on the role of the child care worker and the
t ,

teacher; the child care worker logs, and the detailed teacher observations and in

act ions are of special value.
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Handicapped En7lish; The Lauguaje of tho Socially Disadvarit-70.
John Nist, Springfield, Illinois: Charles C Thomas, 1974 283 pp. $1Z 95
Hardcover
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-qrnin in the Classroom,
rianne rostig and Phyllis Maslow. New York: Grunt
pp. $11.7r) over.

on, 1973.

This book a vritten to serve textbook and as a handbook for clam room
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the greatest value In the ehhptbr lies in the examples of transformational grammar Fuld

the excellent outline training proc dures based on the ITPA.

11

conditioning is

cakncsscs in the chapter "Behavior Modification. Operant

oduced as a method, rather than as a theory -xplantion of how

the individual learns. Possibly the classroom teacher reading this chapter would

have gained a nu?re accurate concept if the ba 'c principles of the theory had been

J)rcc11ted with applications for classroom use. In several instances the term

"elicited responc-- 15 uHed when:perhapu ItCill itted'' or "evoked rosp

Ore accurat(' . 1.'hia muggoota a 1)(3411,01e In I U1(It!rutandlng of certain of Skinner

forinni ations which ma alno he reflected In thc chapter "Developing Language

Ian nr,(1
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Let Our Children Go: An 0 or Advocates and Paron
Douglas Bilden. Syracuse, Now York: liumati Policy Press, 1974. 144 pp.
$3. 50 Paperback.

This is not just another lcg.il manual, but a well writt n, csy to read, ntäp by_

) guide to move niotintaii

for parents. explains how we parents.can gua

he fir t "how to do it" advocacy manual that is

the human rights of

our children with disabilities and it helps us to understand what must be done -ithout

ling a necessity for militancy.

a niggles.

mportantly, it ints 'Out that we are not .

Let Childre iden issues :md ce ings. and provides practical ae ion

guidelines. This is the t a publication treats

such as knowing hi iiiself, buildi alliances

u1iii1jii what. they say
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The Meaiii.6.1r of Blindness.
Michael E. Monbeck. 13loomlngton : Indiana University Press; 1973. -214 pp.
$6.95 Hardcover.

-r,

The Meaning of Blindness is, in essence, a comprehensive review of the literature

on attitude formation. Its ultim. ate message is that all who know and work with people

who are blind must-continuously attempt to.understand the basis of both their own and

public attitudes toward blindness. The physical and symbolic meanings of blindness,

usually hulled in the unconscious, are not readily recognized by individuals nor
0

appreciably influenced by public education. Monbeck implies however, that it may be

possible to differentiate between attitudes toward blindnen8 and,attitudes toward people

who are blind, and-lhat this differentiation may affect the way bfind people are viewed

and tre: Led.

)r-sent and past attitudes toward blindness and blind people !,psychosocial

origins of atti udes LirtI wind, ss d blind people, the m. h gical or archetypal

meani .4 blind and attit tale challge are reviewed. The uithor supplies clarify-

ing csomments :And

Int' (A

imples but .s not mpt to persuade the ready positiorr

ffli'S 10 xjdtiiii1r the basis of his/her own attitiiticn , This is not a

hook to he r&:tti qu cLlv Fur rriaxirritial he reader rnu&t t.top no w. and then to

the oxicr, t( k tljtI Iii 4.)k arc 11:1:w1l ()II
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stimulant to productive :hinking about attitudes to ard blindn,ss blind people,

and to a degree, th refore, about..all handicapp d people.

Reviewed by: Ferne K. Roberts, Program in Special Education, Hunter College,
CCNY, New York, New York.
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Mental Retardation
Joseph Wortis (Ed. ). New York: Brunnor/Mnzel, 1974. 305 pp. $12. 50. Hard-
cover.

nd Develo mental Disabilitis: An Animal Review. Volume VI.

This is a wide spectrum book the contents of wh ch vary considerably

in subject mattcr and quality. After an introduction by the editor that castigates

government for neglecting probl ms relating to human welfare as well as academ

for being oriented too much to research and not enough to service, 12 chapte

presented that range across the professional landscape fro "Developmental

Biochemistry" to "Employment. "

On the biomedical end of the spectrum, there are two highly technical, but

well vr itten chapte on "Congenital Malformations: Hydrocephaly" (Dignan and

Warkany) and-the aforementioned "Developmental Bioehemistry",(Ilimwich and

Agrawa On the behavioral and social sciences end (the more noteworthy

chapters in the sense that some inter sting review material and recent theoretical

formulations are pr sented) are "Sociology" (Farber) "Education" (Gallagher),

"Sexual 13 ha vi( " (I all), and "Ding g ' lefelb

Although somewhat laekinv in focus, the :tuft if "Soc. log " dis rs

erudite! v over a variety of cxtrcnwlv interesting issues such :is defining men

retardation as a s ial eatei:tory, olc of the fa.niIv environment in transn-

llecttu.il bell; 'IVr, and forces leadin

mentallv retarded .

"Fdticat rem-. in a re:Waldo style. current 1!--

on in the

and trenthi in

l education fur the mental' retarded 'Mentioned :Among such iss?les nre

infitli-nue cif 1i; c(111c:tri
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The chapter on sexual behavior is a v luable addition to the literature on

the sexual development and ad ustment of mentally ret rded individuals. Ain

well organized paper integrates topics such as sterilization, sexual exTiression,

performance in marriage and Child care, and contraception.

After reviewing some definitional issues in the language, speech, and

.communication of the mentally retarded the -hapter on language presents

interesting material on asSessment, research on inappropriate language, and

some of the more recent findings on language training for the mentally reta d d.

The id-speetrum ehapt rs are "Gan tic and intelligence (Anderson) and

Aspec (Kirman). The former is a highly coMpetent review _of such

i sues as heritability estimates in the determination of intelligence and gene

environment inte actions. It suffers only because there_has been so much of

this subject in recent literature that the reader is inevitably forced into a gji_t_

vu experience. The latter chapter is rcadable and informative but for a short

selection, ranges breathlessly over too much territory. It goes from .the need

for improved consulting services for the mentally handicapped and thei

to visible chromosome anomalies, to epilepsy, to social factors in the production

of ni 11 retardation.

Somewhat less igcgrous in approach, but of inter o particular stude ts and

practitior s are the chapters, "U.S. Federal Funds: A Policy Stud Braddock),

"mvuiea1 Fducatiou a lid Spo "4 (Ilayden), "Employn nt" (Posner) and The

luntarl A.snri:itinn on the Inter' tional Scene" (D 1.)wad)

In :he ham. the edit t r-

material, primarily in the area

her s tine interest.ng and valuable
. 0--

_ mental t't'ta rdat ion. Al though it continues a

tr. dition ztabl I hv voinnws in I

for ('ne be-e't--.. It %vent 1
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were fievot d to a more circumscribed set of topics, not necessarily within any

one particular discipline but certainly not extending over the extremes of conten

presented here.

Neither is this reviewer entirely convinced of the valu& of the "Chronicle:

1972-1973" ?Soloyanis and Yode ) and the "Calendar: 1974" (Soloyanis and yoder

athat appear ht the end of the volume. The chronicle may have Some usefulness

as a pocket guide to historians but is uneven in t ms Of the significance of its items.

Moreover, calendars by definition have very short-lived interest value; this

particular one seems more appropriately.placed on the back cover of a journal
0

than in a hardcover book of this type.

Reviewed by: Leonard S. Blackman, Department of Special Educ. ion T a hers
College, Colunthia University, New York.
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The Mentally Retarded Child and His Family.
Harold D. Love. Springfield, Illinois: Charles C Thomas '1973. S5 95
Paperback.

tha

The cover of The Mental Retarded Child and His Famil correctly points out

subject is currently one of the most widely discussed topicnot only in educa-

tion but widely discussed in many. disciplines. The author points out that the text is

appropriate for parents, parents to be, teachers, and other professionals. Certainly,

the table of contents suggests that the author is making a frontal assault on some of

the major i sues confronting those involved with the retarded child. The chapters

elating to "Adjustment of Parents of Mentally Retarded Children" and "Parental

Advice" will whet the reader's appetite.

As the reader proceeds beyond the front flap he soon comes to sense, however,

that the book is a series of one liners and that not much realinformation is provided

in any depth. If parents are to beco e "...better equipped to handle problems and

to recognize and cope with thgir retarded children, it is unlikely to happen from read-

ing such comments as 'Where does one go Ln your area for a thorough medical and

psychological evaluation?" Numerous statements of that sort and "Are the diagnosfic

facilities available adequate for the needs of your community?" may only suggest to

the reader that his questions and concerns regarding retardation are being met with a

rephrasing of those questions by the author. Of the forty lines of print in the section

on ' 'flab itation " p 67-68) very, few deal with the sub ect In a useful way. When the

- section on liabilitation" is reached again in a later portion of the book a sense of

exasperation is again felt as the .eader is asked "Once a child has been diagnosed as

retarded, what services are available to him and his pa nt ?" then told that . there

are over 400 state and p ivate residential institutions and homes for the retarded in the
86
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United States. "

Indeed, the reader may come to wonder if the book Is addiv ed really to the

parents of the retarded or, possibly to his neighbors since parents would not be so
.

easily satisfied with this approach. While it is difficult to ant Cipate that a parent will

profit from such statements as "Having a mentally retarded child calls for strong
ale

efforts on the pareof the family to adjust to the problem "Through knowledge...

-the mentally retarded will no longer be a whisper, but will become a real ty to be

nurtured and loved,'" there are useful suggestions for parents whom, we might assu

are functioning in an atmosphere of unceTtainty and non7direction.

On the other hand, it is a fallacy, as the experienced educator imows, to assume

that there are readily available sources of advisement for the families of the retarded,

and so it may well be that this text will provide the best initial advice that a par nt

might receive,on the subject. However, when one admonishes the parent to create

conditions which give the child a sense of belonging, one should reCognize that the use
17.

of the phrase "tile young retardate" probably does not enhance the development of a
v

favorable attitude toward his/her child -- retardate or not.

The last chapters: Edueation of the Mentally Retarded, "Recreation for the

"Prevention and Treatment of MR ' and "The Entire Fa ily " are considerably more

informative to a reader who has li ited experieneewith the problems of retardation.

However, a Dr. Spock it is not; in fairness to author and publ t perhaps

was never intended to be, but the title does create an expectation for the reader which

is not fulfilled. What are some of the things a parent should know in considering those

... 400 state and private resid ntial institutions and homes for the retarded inthe

United States"? What do you do when yo child will not walk, talk, or become toilet
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trained at the appropr ate ages ? What do yeti do a as a fa ily during the

night on weekends, and during the pre- and post sc leol years when community

services are not appropriate for ale retarded child?

Overall, this book falls short of the promise that It ' wi l enable parents to

become better &quipped to handle problems and to recognize and cope with their'retard-

ed'ehildren. it is useful, however, as a primer and if so regarded will meet the

needs of those very new to the experinc.e of mental retardation.

Revie ed by: Louis P. Messier, Diyision of Special Ed cation, College o
and Mar-y, Williamsburg, Virginia.
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The Mentall Retarded Child and His
Movement Experiences.
T. R. Beter and W. E. Cragin. Sprin
$9.75' Hardcover.

otor Behavio . Practical Di. . nosis

ld, Illinois: Charles C Thomas 197'2.

Beter and Cragin.'have'-written a in-actical hanabook for parents and professionals

int rested in adapted physical 'education and recreation for special chilthen. While

the procedures recommnded should not be attempted with physicallytandicapped

ch ldren without medical supervision, they can be adapted to children having a wide

range of physical strength and dexterity.

Test exercises for measuring motor development and developmen ies

a e described. The test exercises are accompanied by tables of norms based op

scor s of approximately 100 children who were classified as educable Mentally

retarded. While not adequate for research Purposes, such nor s will provide a group

perspective for judging the performances of children tested by those using the book.

The authors avoid involve' ent in the disputes current over the r lationship

between perceptual motor development and academic achievement. They point out

that while the evidence for one view or another is not conclusive at present, currently

influential theories of genitive development such as that of Piaget hrpothesize that

sensory motor development has an important influence on higher level functioning.

Instead of takipg sides, however, they Locus on what has worked for them with children,
r

producing gains in strength and skill which they feel also have had facilitating effects

-on`developmenr in agadefn c and social- areas. They call for direct teaching of se-gal

skills thatwill be iMportant in program success; for example, teaching children to

move fro 'on-following to self direction in the performance of ex rcises.

All in ¶sle book, one to uAe and to become
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probably in conjunction with some. the. I;asic references suggested in the bibliograPh-

ies accompanying each chapter and at the end of the-book. This reviewer shared the

authorst conviction that improvements in the physical ftmctioning of special children

are important educational goals inthemselves; and that such improvements contribute

measurably to their overall healthy development even if the intricacies of how and why

as yet escape analysis

Some of those youngsters in the norm group seem to have,.had am edge on at

least one middle aged professor on certain exercises. More power to ' There

.are plenty of ideas here to-help the _ _ceep and maintatn their margin.

Revie ed by: Frank H. Wood, Department of Psychoeduca ional Studies, Univer
of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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The n-Token Econotay System: A I andbook for a Behavioral Approach to
Rehabiltation.
M. W. Welch and J. W. Gist. Springfield: Charles C Thon 1874 189 pp.
$13.75 Hardcover.

This is a fine book for a practitioner who desires guidance in the development

and implementation of/ a rehabilitatiop program for mentallysretarded young adults.

The token economy system described in the book was developed to meet the needs o

handicapped individuals at the Center for Developmental and Learning Disorders, at

the lUniveraity of Alabama. The book (which consists primarily of a detailed desc
a

tion ef the token economy syst _) has two major stren hs: There is ample guidance

in the pages of t,his Wok for anyone wanting to imple ent a similar kind of prograni,

for the material is thorough and explicit; the description of the token economy system

and its implementation is done within 'a fra___ ork that \emphasizes the setting of

behav oral objectives and the defining of meaningful goa10 for clients.

It should be emphasized that this is 'a description of a specific progra_._ designed,

to meet specific needs of a fairly circumsc_.ibed handicapped popula ion. Nonetheless,

the application of the principles so outlined should certainly be transferable to other

settings as well. Moreover, the authors provide a good model Mr integrating a token

economy system with the ulti ate goal of the syste i.e. the rehabil'tation of handl-

capped Individuals for practical jobs.
a

This is a how-to-do-it manual. The book should therefore be of intere t to

practitioners in psychology and special education who wish to develop a token economy

system -of their own. The application of this book as a text in either undergraduate or

graduate programs in behavior modification or special education, however, would

depend upon its being combined with other resources. It is light on theo y and the
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_

the evaluation of the program is limited to what is essentially -a seri of ease studies

(represented by GO puges of graphs) showing changes in behavior of individuals over

The work Would have to be suppl mented with _ _ torial which would give students

some background in learning theory and behavioral analysis as well as emphasic the

evaluative component in any system of the sort clescribed in this

Reviewed by: Ronald J. Friedman, Department of Applied Psycholo The
Institute for Studies in Education, Ontario, Canada.
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Problems of the Gifted Child: 15

S. Bridges. New York: Crane, Bussak am

After reading th f

m my, the. , 107:1. 160 pp.

enty-five pages of Problems of the Giftal: IC 150

the profess onal may be tempted to set the book aside. It is not a' pIece of scholarly

work; there is no documentation, and refence to research is meager. This

reader initially felt frustration -1th the lack of,definitions and supporting data.

But the'text's soft siren call- of human ihterest won out. I red on in order. to f nd

ont if,the little urchin he wet Wellingtons ever founCI So one to talk to

about his jain jar fulLof trophies frc3ni the local pond.

The author, Sidney Bridges, is a member of the British Schools' Council

Working Party oh Gifted ChiIdren, and this book is based on many years of ex-

perience working with gifted children in England. He shares his experiences with

the reader through anecdotes and insightful suggestions. His perceptive, Piagetian

observations of children are obvious in hip graphic portrayal of the needs, problems,

and behaviors of children with suprior intelligence. Although 4 lack of familiarity

with English idioms or with the educational system in E gland may make the book

somewhat less readable, this reader could readily perceive the similarities to the

American system.

This well-organized, comparatively small book opens with a presentation

of general characteristics of gifted children and possible informal identification

procedures. After exploring problems and needs from the. child's point of view,

the author presents the parents' and teacherS' points of view concerning those

same problems and needs. Finally, suggestions are made to teachers and schools

as to the provision of educational experiences for the gifted child.
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This book in not a primary college text, lacks he.SpecifIcity orfacts

and figures necessary to create knowledge hane; neither in It a. 'coo1

detailed (flre(Lkrn8 for th'd parent or teacher. lUither, It is a th roughly readable piece

of work that contains aeti To te genera I in form a tion and demons tria tes eon ieah1c depth

of human understanding of the behav ors, n eds, and noed-gratifications of gifted

children.

Those who'will find the book most usefularc parents and teachers of gifted

children. Such usefulness-will chiefly be in the arehs of development of under-

standing-gifted behavlorB 'and in.tbe-development of A more positive attitude

'toward those who demonstrate exceptional skills. For many, this must be the

beginning.

Reviewed by: George Sheperd, Department of Special Education, 'College of
Education, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon.
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I.

oenetllngs1 econd Annual tmp Confer Magellan Theory and the _llelping
Professions.
J. F. Magary M. Ponisen, G. I. Lublp, and G. Cop in (Eds. ) Lop Angeles,
California: U ivcraity Publishers, 19Z2 70 pp. $1. 50 Paperback.

-
\ This monograph represents a collection of papers on won ! ed to Piagetian

theory presented as part of a UniversIty Militated Program conference held at the

Uiverity of Souihern California I mary,,, 1972. There is no formal organization

apapprs in the monOgraph; 11 of thp 17 maralscrlpts are reports of research studio

4 'of the 17 arc abstracts of paper and also included are five discussion papers and a

Particularly notewor hY in the document are the presentations by C. Edward

Meyers, Henry W. Maier, F. Annette Tessier, and Marcia Maguire. Meyers propoges

the development of mental measurement-scales based upon Piagetian theory. His .

paper makes a gobd ease for measurement based upon inoces

Maier also offers a conceptual dimensionfto the monograph by relating in well organized

ather than inforrAation.

fashion Piaget's work on spatial and temporal concepts tp ego psychology. He feels ego

psychology and Piaget'- theory of cognItive pr6cesses supple ent each other.

Tessier's study tests the applicability of Piaget's sensorirnotor thjeory to.young
C."

cerebral palsied children. The outstanding feature of he/. paper is the excellent dis-
.

cussion of findings for application. In addition to her Paper, two others iiithe monograph

relate directly to exceptional children. One reports a study with low vision children

(H. SwalloW and M. Poulsen ); the other a:study conducted with hearing impaired

children (M. P. Simmons).

Another paper with .excellent attention to the implica ions for practice is Maguire's

brief review of research. Her review indicates that formal operations are a sequential
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develoPn nt procesS hut that ciii idren di ) age of ern of __s stage,

,The generalization of these eonclusipns Is further supPorted in a udy _ _ orted in

the monograph by P. M. Bentler which found that sc4uence hut,not rate of conservation

veral diffore cultures.acquisition was fairly consistent acros,

In general, there was a eonHistcncy of findings at _ang all of the reselirch re-
.

portod inthe monograph. This sugg strong support for the.validity of ,Piagetian

-th'eszy and for its pract cal implications. Though the monograph has limited potential
.1

bOok, it.can sere as a limited reference sourocfor those Interested in

s a stimnlus to additional rcs'earch.Piagetian theory and

Revie ed by: James A-Bit er, School of Special Education Mid Rehabilitation,
University of Northern Colorado, Greeley, ColOrado.

,
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choan d. Volunle 27.

ud, Anna, ot al. (Eds.). New Haven': Yale University Press, 1971.
Hardcover. 1

This volume represents the dir

at thopresent ti

tions and approaches of psychoanalytic work

s divided into several different ections: psychoanalysis and

the law, clinical contributions, a theoretical section, and a section of problems of

development. Part of the book is shaPed by an obituary of and a coinmemorative

collection of paQers by Seymour L. Lustman,'whd was an eminent psychologist,

psychiatrist, and psychoanalyst belonging to the Yale group. While he perhaps, was .

not well known outside of psychiatry, he was a scholar of great breadth.. His paper,

"A Perspective on the Study of M is an excellent presentation of the issues involved

in biopsychological and social investigations of human personality.. His Taper on

ale's Year of Confrontation" discusses the student unrest at Yale as seen by a

Master of one of the university houses; it is an informed presentation and examination

of the events, and it provides a perspective on what happened in the _-__-ivers ities in the

1960's. Interestingly, he commented that there did not seem to be an increase in the

symptoms of adolescence, when one e9mpared the late 60's with the late 30's: Although

student language concerning identity ct,ises and psychology was strflcingl different,
4:a

he felt that recent students were not any more mature than their predecessors even

through better traveled; that they were no more successful in resolving their struggles

over dependency than those living in previous decades.

Among the clinical contributions there are papers on the superego in late

adolescence, a collection of writings by adolescents, a paper on heroin addiction and

crowd activity, and a paper on campus youth which offers some guidelines for parents
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or commi.nityleiidors ab ut how

well worth examining.

pond to udents. All. ?clearly written

In the arca ofpsyclidanalytic theory, there Is t long seoton on the interpr oat on

of dreams. Thework illustrates the enormous shift in psychoana

Freud's original work to stqdies in linguistics; so that the emphas

interest/from

this particular

paper is on the use-and constiuetion of language as a species specific, r'separate
-4

characte iSticJ6f th'e human mind. It cleats with the hman mind's symbolic function;

and its relationship ta the uneration of approp late lingnistic forms in the imconsciojAs
5/ .

as well as conscious person, a complex and hew vIew. However, some of the papers

on early object relations, instinctual victssitudes,rand the experience of t me, are in

an orthodox psych.opnalytic framework of cenceptualikation and thus of more limited

interest (as is the paper on internalization). The section on the law deals with tlie

currently emphasized problem of advocacy for children, place ent of children, and
-

the realities of anding pract cal alternatives in child care. This actually means

findihg "the least det 'mental alternative, " because finding,the best alternative for

children in diVorce silt-rations and in broken homes turns out often to be an academic

exercise, devoid of realfitic possibilities. Placements are difficult to find, bureau-
'

cracy and the courts cumbersome, and grinding destructive family co-nflicts persist.

The section on clinical__Work includes-sections on psychoanalytic technique

during latency, problems of ego regression, neuroder atitis and the psychoanalysis

of a psychotic Odd (which might have been published without change 30 years bgo).

Overall, this book has much that will be of interest to special education. It

has some material which will interest only a.nalysts; some sections which will arrest

any child care worker or teacher; it shows the stirrings within modern psychoanalysis
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which attempt.to redeploy it as a i.node and,developing field. At the same

some of the themes show a continuing direction toward sep

acadmic theorizing ablout old formulations.

This book would be a useful addition to apsychology and educati n libra y.

Revie ed by: Norman R. Bernstein, M.D. Harvard Medic
University, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

atist orthodoxy ai
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Psychology for you.

Gordon, S. New York: 0 .rd Book Company, 1973. Paperback.

Dr. Sol Gordon, a professioe, of child and family studies at Syracuse University,

rhaps best known for his

and=de

eries of "comic books" aimed at adolescent aUdiences

gned to bring a straightforward approach to sex educatio Dr. Go'rdon's

critics accuse him of all.manner of vile crimes including the exacerbation of mo

decay in the United States, hile defenders envision him as a rallying point for causes
a 1,

Of sensible sex education and freedom of the press. Supporters and detractors share

but one commonali -- the
I

to be one of those phenomena

appearances :mid publications

dor with which they leap into the fray. Dr. Gordon seems

for which there is no middle ground. His personal

a e neVer received apathetically This book, Psychology

for ice, is no exception. I am sure that readers of this book will feel either that it is

a major breakthrough in psychology texts or that it is

11:)op psych.

illconceived attempt at

-

The foreword to the book indicates that the author intended it as a text for

"Psych I" in Mgh school or college. Aecording to the author, its primary purpose is

ore the developments needs, and concerns of the 1970's -- whether it be

sex and morality, youth alienation, Women's Lib, population pressures, encoanter

groups, street crime, drug abuse, the counter culture

The table of contents divided into five major are

d many, manyi6thers. "

Psycliology and the Individual,

Realms of the Unconscious, Youth in a Changing World, Psychology and Social

Problems and Psychology and ducation, juxtaposes such staid.and traditional avenues

of psychological study as "Freud and the Freudians, "Problems of the Self, " and

"Intelligence" witl Such topics as "Mind Bending--Altered States of Consciousness,
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"The Hippie Culture, " 'Why Does M of course, "Sex and Morality.

The final chapter, -'Discovering Who You Are (A How-qiot-to-Do-It Guide to What

You Really Want to Do) ' ceriainlY covers academically virgin territory.

a message "To the Teacher, " Dr. Gordon cautions not to forge every student'

to read every chapter nor to memoriz ng,anything. The impression is given that the book

is meant as a ati ulus for discussion an.d personal growth rather than as an academic

treatise on psYcholo Herein lies the strength and weakness of the text. For those

seeking an issue ofiented vehicle-for discussion with a general goal of rnoe self

understanding and growth, this book is indeed a valuable tool. The topics it covers
_-

t of even the most jaded'and its breezy, iniormal style should capture the inte

student. The contemporary text and illustrations are handsomely complemented by

the "Things to Discuss--Thirks to Do--Things to Read" section following each'chap

The., extre ely wide range of material covered and the book's unflinching attitude

toward covering controversial topics would seem to provide relevance for mo

Lndividuals readLng the book. Also, an attempt is made to provIde some ,backgro

traditional psychology with a stated bias for classical Freudian psychology.

High schogl teachers and professors seeking an introductory text in psycholo

with a goal toward establishing a fo dation for future study will not-find this book

relev t for their needs. The book's extensive coverage of controversial topics may

be viewed by some as a rather cursory and3 at times, dogmatic attempt to provide

motivation and relevance at the expense of scholarship._ Little documentation is used,

,a rather significant weakness when such enormous topics as "mental illn s

covered in twenty-eigh oages. Many academ c psychologiSts may be ir_ tated by th.6

superficiality as well a. ..12e glibness of style which often conceal very subjective

judgments and state -mt .-. in a "We all know that.. manner.

lot
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In many respects this book represen s a text on Sol Gordon,

exploration of basic psyche:Jo

ather than an

This is not necessarily a liability. Dr. Gordon's

interests and the engaging way in which he presents them could be a welcome addition

to the experience of most adolescents. in summary, it is a most difficult book to

review. One c'annot divorce the book from its intended context. Teache of "Psych I"

Would do well to read it. The preface, "To the Teach° " states adequately and

,fa rly the strengths of the boo If one's goals coincido
a

St

ith those of Sol Gordon an

one desires a stimulus for.discussion rather than a psycholog

fthe text.

-al primer, thia is a

Revie ed by: Spencer Gibbins, Department of Special Educat on, Syracuse Un
Syracuse, New York
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seems to be their view that competitive employment will become less feasible for the

mentally retarded as a consequence of increasthg shifts towards a largely technological

economy. While these kinds of conclusions are clear ly debatable and would have more

meaming if suppui-tivt res -arch were cited it _ins commendable that the authors

have been 0, IIILIIM L., 1 a Inc l'ontl,,:a pular and LilftaLeitlii

4. t 1\ 4.1, 1

I I.., 11., .11

t 11
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adjustment workshops. This material IS valuahle in educating readers to the difference

in orientation and philosophy within vocational evaluation centers that evoke a

nutic versus a production orientatio-T to rehabilitation.

ilcain \ pc.i-k:L71v6ti nucas |u vt)catioi rehab-

1
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Reviewed by: Bill English, Special Education & Rebahi|it otinn, Syracuse University,
Syracuse, New York_



Reachin the Autistic Child: A. Parent Trainingrpgrarn.
Kozloff, M. A. Champaign, Illinois: Research Press, 1973. 245 pp. $4.95
Paperback,

rv

Although some parents should benetit from reading it, this texi, is aimed primar-

ily at sophisticated child oriented professionals. Kozioff has prepared a research

cs,i,tket t k-ski !FL/ 1.,A ip pt,L k,hildren any
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traditional research-writing style.

Kozloff clearly explains the procedures for training parents in such a fashion

that the chapter might serve as a primer in both that area and in Behavior Modification.

Procedureo tor training mothers to train lath-rs and other family members as therapists

.1?1, i I. A It 1,11_41114CA:I
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the offices laboratories, and clinics of child oriented professionals is only a half-

hearted attempt at habilitatiorL Much time and ener must be employed beyond the

confines of the traditional therapy locale, thus nece_sitating a restructuring of the

lwician 6 pru1tsiuiia1 belt conee-

1 ata 1,n L I.I1 .Lud tJJLIlUIAgtA iicLtid tu.L
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School Interventron.
Claiborn, W. L., and Cohen, R. (Eds.). New York: Behavioral F'utnieations, 1973.
265 pp. $9;05 Hardcover .

ifitroduetion to this test, the authors state these chapters 'review the

conceptual and philgsophical backg-round, explore the potential impact, delineate the
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in which he carefully delineates the specific action steps necessary to develop any

new pro_ A consultant can find useful information here which will help avoid

the failure often assoc ateil ith program development. Fisher's chapter regard--

L I. , 11

tak ultja L. iner thh,11 IJFUC 0 1 .t
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Rs part of the training progra-m.

Revie%%(-2d hv Robert Guarino. Dire or of Special Education, Kalamazoo Puhlic
Schools. Ralarria 7on. Michigan



Sex Education'fOr he Devel -enta Disabled: A Ouide fo Parent Teachers_
and Professionals
Henry L. Fischer, Marilyn J. Krajicek and William A. Borthick
Baltimore: University Park Press, 1974. 59 pp. $4.75. Paperback,

An interdisciplinary team coneiiming of a clinical psychologist, a nurse, and
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Although the gUide is not appropriate in its pr sent form for use with the

severely retarded, the authors have found that it is effeotive with moderately

retarded ehilc_ n and adolescents - 18) as well'as with some adults.

Tlc uthur do el that ith so-le adaptation the -oide :,iould be used with ii
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Sexual dentity Conflict in Children and Adults
Richard Green, New York: Basle Books% 1974, 3 2 7 pp. $15.00. Hardcover. 4

1145 Hi coincd the word "ti=anssE:xual. " This tern? i',
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The next two chapters survey psychological and tnological research 11 filch hear

various theories which explain the ex Istence of the transsexual individual. The

book conor6t'o lot-get \ ot a de64.,:ription itt and tithilLS tit) Prt2It'i

Ing Ltic kdc Ihcki NeN tit akiu dc,n. I littAl tit C"
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r

4Pd -hological and bl logical research in the-Subject are availabl_

rks (N

rrAR, thit.

an(1 Ehrhardt, Green and Money, and-llen _min). To

he book IS e

ly .rve as a general introduction. Green writes

ing. This, combined with the inherent Interest and

:r, rirr firtufttr cho

ake the book a possible choice as a supplemerital.

eo

A mf,ro or 1( al vein, the hook has a number of aknesscs. While

(trans ripts of conversations anssexuals and their

-Cmelv aluable Green:does not approabh the material in a

its value. The interview selections give us a sense of what

raw:ru-x 1:il it gives us an understanding of the phenoinena and the

label. Yet Green chooses to be concerned constan ly about

fuR-h nf the hook directly deqls with this question, it i s

he cnelus Ion he laments that he and his colleagues don't

nccrning thr causes 'of transsexualism; he leaves us with the

ld tidy is yoling and that as the wheels of pro'gress move

c of the problem. Green's inability to step out

with a belief in and dedication to discovering the effect

'able n this newly created clinical category in orde to

e I well in ifferent contexts with his readers is, in my

it flaw in the book.

1Lin eisg the lii itstions and strengths of the approach he. has

-4-g=1;1 g the book and mteriaIs to exploit their strengths, he

ith 'the facts" rather than the impressions and thus muddles
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the meaning and impact of the work. The data tell u

stand transseXuals-- TC n should be cOntent with that.

A related crawls hat Green does"not sue

phenomena Into a largerculturat d political fra e

luch--it helP's us to under-

d in putting he transsexual

ork. Certaibly the very

are-reading his book is related to the social movements afoot that

call into question traditional sex roles and definitions of sexual ty, i.e. , various'

liberation movements and the youth counterculture. Green deals with this in le

than a page in the next to last chapter. o ignore the raging controversies se

loose in these times and not to discuss the place and influence of these ovements

on research and-on transsexuals, makes him vulnerable to criticism. Slmilarly,

the book needs some mention of the role of the transsexual as an oppressed

minority. What is the societal reaction to this phenomenon and how does this/

affect the possibilities of what it and those so labeled ca n become? This question

poMts to social factors that affect the problems that transsexuals, as a minority

group, experience. As a group of persons, they take transsexualism out of the

clinical realm and the problem area d into the arena of social issues with

public as well as ind vidual solutions.

We calm t one book to do everything and this book does much.

Changing this ..)k just a I ttle would effectively deal With some of my criti-
.

cisms. In an -1-L-ea of research which is so controversial, it is i perative for a

socially consci researcher to reflect publicly on social issues and to raise

more than jus,t c_inical questions. Clearly, Green is more than just a scientist.

His concerns for individual' happiness and social change are seen in his writing

and in his life work. In fact,' he states at the nd of his book:
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...... the researcher turned clinician wears yet another
hat: it is that of the educator and mediator of sècial change.
He works for revision of public laws nd private attitudes so

.that persons of any age whose sexua identity is atypical may
live in dignity.

Green has played that role with this book but not as effectively as one feels he

-would like.

Revietved by: Robert Bogdan, Center on Human Policy, Syracuse University,
Syracuse, New York
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Social Adjustment of Young Children
George Spivack and Myrna Shure. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass 1974. 212 pP.
$10.50. , Hardcover.

Social Adjustment of Young Children pres nts exciting and explic it

i)rOgram designed to enhance the problem solving skills in four year old children.

The progra- described is Lii outgrowth of extensive research through which the

authors became convinced that 'a relationship exists between an 4ndividual's

problem solving skills and his behavioral adjustment. Numerous revisions and

extensive experimentation have resulted in a program4for which data-are avail-

able attesting to the prOgra- effectiireness in producing positiVe behavioral

changes in children. Because of the explicit nature of the presentation, i

terested readers may.readily replicate thc program. .11

The authors outline seven principles upon, which their prograni is based.

1. To teach prerequisite language and thinking.skills before

- teaching problem solving strategies.
e

2. To teach new concepts in the context of familiar content.-

3. To base program content on people and interpersonal rela ions

rather than objects and impersonal situations.

4. To teach generally applicable concepts rather than correct grammar.

To teach the habit of seeking solutions and evaluating them on the

basis of their potential conseqtences rather than on the absolute

merits of a particular solution to a problem.

6. To encourage the child to create his own ideas and offer tiiem in

the context of the problem.
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To teach broblpin solving skills not as ends in themselves but

in relation to. the adaptiveness of overt behavioral adjustment (p. 29).

The trainiing script-consists of daily lessons which use a game format

designed to take from 5 to 20 minutes of instrrion. The sUggestal script is

recommended for an approximately 10:, eek period:

Specific-guidelines are presented for accommodating children with

asynchronous behaviors, i. e nonrpspond ing, dominating, d disrupt ve be-

haviors. In addition, suggestions are provkled to assist the instructional

leader in in orporating the techniques specified for the for a program into

informal conversations and problem situations.

Thil book is well written and promises to make a significant contribation

to special education. The ideas may be Casily extended to include elementary

school-aged children who demonstrate deficits in problem solving skills and

personal adjustment.

Reviewed by:., Lyndal M. Bullock, Program in Er'notionally.Disturbed,
Department of Special Education, University of Florida,
Gainesville, Florida:
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Specific DySlexia
Sandhya Naideo. New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1972. 165 pp. $7. 95. Hard-
cover.

This book is a research report of 'Specific Dyslexia ' a project undertaken

by the Invalid Children's Aid Association (IdAA), Word Blind Centre for Dyslexic

Children, in London, Erigland from January '1967 through.March 1969. It was

felt that,. ore research on dyslexia was needed because even though a vast

literature existed, basic knowledge about the topic was inadequate. It was also

felt that certain theories lacked controlled scientific supporting data..

A historical revieW of the literature covers the topics of ter inology,

early history, and current concepts. The current doncepts of dyslexia are

outlined under the headings of genetic factors, maturational lag, neurologica

dysfiffiction, and cereb al dominance. The survey showed th.at opinion is still

divided as to the extent to which pathological neurological dysfunction should be

..included among the causative factors of dyslexia.

The persistent problem of defining terdis is duscussed. "The multi-

plicity of terms used to describe reading disorders has added to thb confusion.

Unfortunately for ease of cognition, dyslexic children do not present clear

cut consistentclinical patterns and many of their features are found in nor al

reader

The definition of dyslexia used for the purpose of selecting subjects in

this study was as follows:

"Specific dyslexia is defined as a condition causing
difficulty in learning to read and to spell in physically
normal intelligent children in spite of continuous
schooling and in the -kibsence of severe emotional
disturbance. "
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The objectives of this study were to identify those features by which boys

who conformed to an accepted definition of specific dyslexia might be recognized;

to_discover evidencKwhich might support or refute hypothesis as t the causes of

the disability; and to determine if there may be subgroups or typsp of dyslexia

characterized by different patterns of disability.

Ninety-eight boys divided into two groups were included, in the study.

ft -
The first exhibited a severe degree of reading and spelling retardation, and the

second a severe spelling retardatiOn and -a relatively minor degree of reading

difficulty.

Each experimental group was matched with a control group of a similiar

number of average boys. Both groups were matched for age, sex type of school,

and-were fro I predominantly middle-class areas. All were of at least average

intelligence normal physical status, had no evidence of gross neurological

'abiiormality, were judged to be emotionally stable, had had normal educational

opportunities. Extensive case histories were collected from the parents. All

subjects received medical examinations and extensive psychological tests.

The conclusions drawn from the study were:

Some readLng and spellh-ig disorders are cons
ally determined.

itu on-

The evidence does not support the exLstence of clearly
defined subtypes of dyslexia.

Patterns of disability vary but there is evidence t
suggest that a sequencing disability niay underlie the
reading and spelling retardation.

In the cause of specific dyslexia, the importance of
developmental neurological anomalies (some genetic,
some acquired) is demonstrated.
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There were greater SimilaritieS than differences between
the two groups, 'suggesting that their disorders are of
an essentially similar hature.

Family histories of
s ignificantly greate
controls.

eading and of spelling difficulty were
for the experimental groups than their

There were no differenCed in family and personal variab
for the experimental and control grdups.

Although the majority of the dyslexic boys were given much
remedial help, all were still experiencing considerable
difficulty, indicating the help given was inadequate.

The implications and recommendations of the study are that many factors

can cause Specific dyslexia and that only by a comprehensive mid qualitative

medical, educational, and psychological assessment can we' ever hope to identify

the cause of the problem It is obvious that more clinics vith a mUltidisciplinary

staff must be established. Children with such a learning disability require

specialized methods of teaching, but there are too few trained teachers. Fina y,

the report makes a plea for early identification a ehrite(ren who are fai1ing,t6

read. Studies suggest that children with specific learning difficulties Can be

identified before they go to hehool.

The book should prove useful for the resea cher concerned with dyslexia.

Erteven statistical tables, as well as the various record forms and questjonnaires

used in the study are included. An internationaL bibliography completes this

study. This study was a thorough evaluation of a select population with the

ults, therefore, generalizable. It reinforces the need for additional basic

research in this area. In conclusion, it appears that the British have the sa e

concerns about lea_ ing disabilities that we have in the United States.
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Reviewed by. George Olshin, Division of Clinical Services Southern Connec icut
State College, New Haven, Connecticut.
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,
Square Pegs. Round Holes: The Learning Disabled Child in the Classroom and at
Home.
Harold Levy, M.D. New York: Little, Brown, 1973. 250 pp. $7.50. Rard-
cover.

Square Pegs Round Holes is a book about learning disabilities (LD) written

by Harold B. Levy for other doctors parents of LD children, and for teachers.

The forward to the book proinises that Vparents will find comfort and relief from

feelings of guilt aboiit their children who have specific learning disorder

Part One covers the development of the concept of specific learning dis-

aEllity. The problem of terminology and se antic confusion is discussed, as

well as normal and abnormal child growth and development-. .An overview of the
-

disorders of activity,behavior, and thought, as well as the-learning disorders of .

the LD child are described. Another chapter discu ses the specifics of the

reading process and, finally, studies classifying the prdblem of dyslexic

child en are discussed.

Part Two handles the confusion that still exists in the area of LD ari

discusses the need for valid research. The authOr describes thedivisnsht

separate the educational, ,psychological and medical professions which have

further served to prevent comprehensive understaading of the learning disabled

child.

The chapter dealing'with the use of medications is'a defense for the posi-

tive results shown by LD children when such medications are prescribed by

knowledgeable physicians,. The author's point is that L children are biochem-

ically different and that they require medication in order that-they may function

ore acceptable manner.
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The final part of the book discusses the need for teamwork if the needs of

t he LD child are to be et; and this team is tobe comprised of the teacher,

and the physician.

The chapter describing the role of the teacher presents what must be an

idealistic situation When a regular -teacher is well trained knowledgeable

abbut all Wets of the LD probleM, accepts the fact that childrn xe.LD, and that
C.

their specific p oblems can be identified,then she can give the appropriate remed-
. -

iation In additiOn, it is stresSed that this teacher should understand the medical

nature of the LD problem.

The chapter which discusses the role of parents again gives what must

be the ideal relationship between the parent, the child, the teacher, and the

physician. Specific recommendations are given by the author as to the most

effective approaches that can be used by the parents in order to manage -and

educate their child. He also advises as to how the parents might better face

the social implications of having an LD child. Finally, mention is nade of the ,

great importance of parents helping each other as individuals as well\a thr .ough

their parent organizations.

The last chapter discusses the role of the physician on the team. The author

highlights what the interested physician can do for the LD child and

his family, e.g. , the need to discuss with the child questions which arise from

the medication prescriptions. Mention is made of the unique role the physician

can play because "the physician is an authority" and "carries all the prestige of

his profess on". Thus the physician can act as a counselor, and teacher to

parents and teachers alike.
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.1n conclusion he discusses some future direc ions for.the.LD child: These

include identification of the LD child in kindergartun'o

dividualized teachffig approach; open:.6

irst grade, a more in:

rooms, an understanding of the e-
.

lationship bet een LD and delinquency, between LD and e otional disturbance,

and the need for opportunities for the young adult to participate in educational

programs after high school.

Suggested additional readings for the teacher, parent, and phy.slcian are

listed, as-well as the associations concerned ith the LD child.

I believe that parents of, LD children
7

physicians would be the best

consumers for this book. Teachers of suCh'childien would find the infor ation

useful but there are more-comprehensive texts Wfiichwo.uld help with the diag-

nostic and remedial approaches necessary for this complicated problem.

As is the author's privilege, he states his views forcefully, but there are

many who do not shdre his enthusias edications. He comes on a bit ,

7

strong when he describe h "physician as an authority" who "... must act ds

a counselor, helping parents and educators alike avoid the mistakes so frequently

made by the illinformed. if this is the physician's role in the parent, teacher, .

physician team, then he will have trouble w th many teachers who may also

believe they are authorities. When one thinks in terms of a team effort,

individual discipline must not appear to be more dominant than the others if we

assume that all are well trained and experienced. No rationale is given as to why

other profes ionalS such as psychologists or social workers are not included in

his team.
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The whole issue of malnatrearning mildly handicapped children in o regular

classrooms is another area

LD chid and need

greater _oordinatten _

ch relates to meeting the educational needs, of the

attention. Here we will be faced with the need for

cooperation of many disciplines and parents if the In-

dividualizat on of services to children erm.becOke a. real

Reviewed ay ;' Oeorge Olaluil, Division of Clinical.Services, Southern Connecticut
z

State College, ew Haven, Connecticut
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in the Famll A Guide to Livin h the Emotlonall Disturbed.
claire Falwell. indianapol S: $2.:95. Paperback.-

The Purp se of this book, as the title suggests,

.,guidellnes for f

to provide info ation and

who cope with the problems of an emotionally disturbed

person. in their family unit. If this seems a broad goal, the range of content is
_

equal to i Burch discusses problems ranging from childhood to sehility,..

neurotic 9id psychotic dIsturbances, mental retarda en, alcoholism, drug

addiction; forms of treatment, terminology, available resources, and much

more. It is the most comprehen `1e coverage of the topic this reviewer has seen.

ihere are many strong points in the text, 6ut the most outstanding is the, ,

,

attitude Ms. Burch convey s. she is clearly an advocate for the dstressed. family.

F'rorn the beginning, she a tacks the notion that parents and other family' _ embers

soMehow are guilty of th clativflie disorder. She writes fralikly about hospit-

alization pro and con. She tells what to look for in public or private fa My;

she describes factors in decisions regardMg hospitalization (including the impact

of the disturbing person on.the family), and alternatives to total hospitalization.

She explains -various 'brands ofpsychotherapy and Rrt?,,yides guidelines for

selecting a particular type. There also is agreat d tical information

on how to cope with the daily problerns- of living With4 behaviorally disordered

person: where o set limits and expectations in ter of conduct and fa ily

responsibilities; how t die difficult behairlor; where to-go for hap. All __

supplemented by realistic case vignettes. This tiller_ anon is accurate, relevant

and, for the most part, useful.
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r.-in;:c (4 content also becomes the major weakness of the hook.

(icpth often siicrificed tor breadth= For example,

;-. l --., I% liol, u s(o. that specifically applies to children. Espeo-
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homogeneous clinical entities, which is misleading, to say the least. In vie

the established unreliability __ psychiatric diagnoses, especially applied to

children, one ques ions Ms. 13u _h's advice to first Obtain a diag-nosis to find
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Teachin Children with Behavior Disorder_7- Personal Pers ectives
James Kauffman axid Clay-ton Lewis (Eds, Columbus, OH Charlis E. Merrill,
1974. S99. Hardcover.
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those who perceived the Street fipires (Street, 1931) with Kr-eater ease when

they were presented white on black rather than black on wh ite, l taught reading

usirg, white chalk on black constructi Hewett describes
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barely manageable problem is alluded to by Berko i Haring, Hobbs and Long:

-zacher preparation and of special education leadership in education. The
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Teacg Learnini in the FL-eschool.
Marion Blank. Columbus: Charles Merrill, 1973, 324 pp. $4.95. Paperback,
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structure of a teacher child interaction.

This is a book about teaching complex language concepts to disadvantaged kids,

although the author of the book is likely to take umbrage at this inte

work Li VC1 LEIC A 11.1C prugrani aud the target pupuLaLlou _
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nurnber of interpretations -f child perforrnances

Different. audi web ere likely lo term videly d 1cLuL opinion6 of this
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-The Can Make Music.
Philip Bailey. Fairlawn, NJ: Oxford University Press, 1973. $5.95. Hardcover.
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Reviewed by: Norma Canner, Lesley College Department of Expressive Therapies
Cambridge, Massachusetts. Department of Child Study, Tufts
University, Auburndale, Massachusetts.



Token Reinforcement Techniques: Classroom App i-- ions for the Hard-to-Teach

.1-L M. Walker &Lid N. N. Buckley, Eugene Oregon. E-B Pres-- 1974.
$5.95. Paperback
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Training Retarded Babies and Pre-S
Thomas F. Linde and Thusnelda Kopp.
1973 1HO pp. $12 75= Hardcover.
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Wiliat to 3q My-0d Your Ilrain-InjureAS11112r You!. cd
RelArdeli Wntally_Defieient, Cerebral PniflIcj Spastic, Flaccid, Rigid,,
Ts1;peie1 Autisty, Athetold fly ernetlye Ch4ld

Demtle. Carden City, New York: Doubleday; 1974. 291 pp. $7.95.
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it. is the degree,and location of the injury which makes the difference. The author,

ho ever, ov ates his point wheri he _ad- sts that "it is extremely likely' that
. .

we can co,mt every human being as brain injured, at least imperceptibly" (p. 230).

A brief lesson is also delivered by Doma'n conce ning the manner in which dysfunction

may result. It is noted that in many cases the cause.for the dysfunction resides within

the central nervous sYstein, and pure physical or occupational therapy procedures will

not correct the problem. However, in a subsequent discussion of the "patterning"

procedures, little mord than physical and occupational' therapy is discussed. The

explanation that either sensory or motor disruption may result in the observable

dIsability is made clear to the reader, and is generally described in e

stood ter

ily under-

The use of certain vocabulary is misleading: For example, -the te "feel"
.

is substituted for the more accurate term "toueh, and may have rendered a

more emotional connotation rather than the intended physical meaning. The term

"cybernetic loop" receives repeated referral and may have inti ated to the non-

technical audience An actuial neurophysiological connection. The author justifiably

and commendably refers to means of obtaining discipline of the child. He notes

praise as the most desirable, and coersion as least desirable, separated by a
,

continuum of.intermediate measures. Yes, indeed, the handicapped child, as the

non handicapped child, must respond to the requirements of society: It is also pointed

out that the answer to many of the prohlerns of the child reside with the parents.

It is further made clear that almost no professional People talk to mothers, who are

the source of vital information regarding their child. While using parents' in-
,

volvement is again noteworthy, strict adherence to certain schedules prescribed by

Doman may do more harm than good to-the already handicapped fa ily.
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It ight be suggested that cer ain dread of discussion within the text should

have been presented in a somewhat tempered style. Repeatedly, allusion is made

ta four stages of develop ent in all sensory and motor areas. The e four stages,

divided according to the 'level of the b- ain" whith controlled them are discussed

under, locomotion, and are reiterated in the areas of hearing, visior1 ; tact 1 ty,

ad infinitum. It is not made clear that this is the construct under which the author

operating, and may not be necessarily acceptable. tb 'Darer professionals o

institutions h dling similar problems. While it is realized that one espouses his

own particular school of thought, rnoi,e care should be-exercised when directing

information of an extremely controversial nature to a non technical population

which is vulnrable to charlatan tactic

Other misleading statements and concepts are rendered by the author. For
1

example, constant referral is made to the amount of stimulation which a child is

receiving in a particular sensory modality. While it is true that frequency, in-

tensity, and duration of stimuli are controllable pa a eters not true that

all children require extreme values of each. While the hard of hearing may re-

qiire greater intensity of audito y sti Uli and certain visually impaired cannot

perceive small objects, this id far from covering the spect um of disorders of

sensation. Sensory "overloading" is also a tenable hypothepip the reason for
4

which explains why a child tunes out the envirqnient. These alternatives are

not presented to the reader, and "ove ulation" appears to be commodity of

choice.

The author also finds it his responsibi ity to reduce all areas of brain

dysfunction to three simple categories which consequently result in three groups
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f children: "the deficient ch ld :the psychotic child, and the brain injured

child" (p. 224). .The reader is instructed that the deficient child "was not in-

tended by the Good Lord or nature to have a good brain" (p.. 225), but are "nice

children". The psychotic child has an "irnproperly progra _e 226)

and the "brain-injured child" was intended by nature to h.a.ve a good brain but had

. something happen at some time after the instant of conception that hurt that good

brain (p. 226). The pletho a of these ter s introduced by Doman, along with

their misconc.eived explanations does a great deal more to mislead the reader

than, to infor__ him. In similar light, terms such as pre_ ature and post mature

are referred to as children who were "simply not done" (p. 231), and "too done"

(p. 232), respectively. Doman further suggests that 'Patterning in a sense is a

sort of closed brain surgery" (p. 180). This is a completely inappropriate analo

to make to parents seeking a means of cor ecting what may be es4ent ally not

correctable. While functional ability may be increased in certain ca

patte ning doeS not remove lesions of.the brain.

The danger here is that certain procedures are presented to parents in such

a lais ez-faire manner, and without precautions to their inappropriate use, that

they may be interpreted, in a cook book fashion, as prescriptions for helping

children, no matter wt4at the problem. This feeling is encou aged and is farther

reinforced by the broad spectrum antibiotic entitled, 'What to do About Your Brain-

In ur d Child or Your Brain-Da a ed Meritall Retarded Mentall Deficient

Cerebral Pals ied.§og_t,

active Child.

Reviewed by: Ellis 1. Barowsky, Department of Curriculum and Teaching, Graduate
Program in Special Education, Hunter College, New York, New York
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Who's Minding the Children: The History and Politics of Day Care.in America.
Margaret O'Brien Steinfels. New York: Simon and Schuster, 1973. 281 pp.
$8.95. Hardcover.

Margaret O'Brien S einfels, an historian, has provided a lively and easy°

ead book on day care. It is based upon her extensive readings and vi

"thirty-five centers and ten to fifteen family day care homes in different parts

of the country" (p. 91). The major strength of the book lies in the varie

conceptual categories she provides for understanding day care.

ISay care may be understood through examining the groups intekested in

it and their goals. Welfare reformers inside the government and-out of it, early

childhood educators, and women concerned with liberation, are the ma or groups

pressing for day care. Over a period.of time, within each ofthese groups, at

least three major attitudes toward day care can be discerned: day care as

'patchwork" to shore up a failing family; day care as realization", to provide

greater opportunities for self-development for mothe s and chililren; day care

as "utopia", part of a scheme for radical social reform.

Day care may be understood through its history. From its'origin in the

early 19fitce tury, through ihe rapid industrialization and urb ization of America,

the Lniluxes of immq ants and the wrenching poverty in the crowded cities--all

these disrupted fa ily liM\and child rearing. In those days, day care operated

as a service for families whosmothers had to work, or otherwise could not

ake care of the children.

The early day nurseries took chi'tdren of all ages. As modern psychological

concepts grew, and specialization and prOfessionalization in education and in

social work developed, the nature of the care and the target population were
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adjusted to su t the needs of the professions. The nursery school teachers wanted

children old enough to teach, while the Freudian oriented s cial workers increasingly

looked upon day care as part of a syndrome of familial maladjustment, rather than

an aid to families wanting to improve their lives.
e,

By the end of the 1920's, with the decrease in immigratiQn, with the decline

in fe inism, with the decline in interest in progressive reform and with the

econo ic expansion of the mid-20's day nurseries were generally neglected

by their upper class patrons, and by public funding. The depression.years brought

a resurgence of interest and federal and state funds were spent on day care centers

which could supply jobs to teacher_ nurses, clerks and others out of.work After

the WPA progrms faded, the next great impetus to the growth of day care centers

was provided by the need for labor during World War II. With Federal and State

funding by July 1945, a million and a half children were in day care;

After World War II, 'the Federal government ended its involvement in day care.

This was ill-timed, for in fact, the labor force participation rates of women

increased steadily following World War II. In 1940, one in eight mothers worked,

and by the end of the 60's two in five worked.

During the 60's -atiitudes about day care began to change again. Among the

reasons Steinfels cites is the renewed emphasis on early childhood learning; this

has lent respectability, justification, and purpose to the day care movement. The

Women's Liberation movement powered by the huge number of women in the

labor force, has-made day care one of its major goals.

From the beginning, a variety of crtjcisms has been leveled against day

care. It will loosen family ties, it will lessen the parents' feeling of responsi-

bility for childrdn, it will encourage mothers to work and thus depress male

wages. Steinfels responds that the question is not whether America should have
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day care; we already have, The question Is rather the qual ty o the day care

we should have She argues that since mothers are working, sincethe concept

of sex roles for both men and women is changing and expanding, children will be

better served by having much more much-better day cake than they now re-

ceive. She concludes her book with guidelines to help in the search for-answei

to the complex matter of day care, and she expands the concept by asking the

reader to consider a variety qf ways of caring for children of all ages, in addi-

tion.to family-arranged, privately financed methods.

The book is well worth reading for the overview of the history of day care

from the beginnings to thepreseiit ti e for the presentation of the variety of

goals of day care, for the description of the political issues involVed in the Com-

prehensive Child Development Act and for the discussion of the relationship be-

tween day care and the family as an institution in society.

Ste infels lengthy deseription of day care services, while interesting an

infor ative, is not as systematically presented as the ideas in the rest of the

book. The title is somewhat of a misnomer. While the author provides an over-

view of the history of day care, from its beginnings, the politics of the movement

is chiefly confined tc a desc iption of the Nbcon ad inistration's handling of

the Comprehensive Child Development Act. Such flaws are not serious, for

Steinfels covers a good deal of material in very good style. The book is Well

referenced, and includes an excellent tensive bibliography.

This work should be useful for introductory courses for day care profes-

sionals and social workers. It places the day care question into a larger

perspective for people interested in the question of new roles for women. Pima
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for a lay audience It provides abaorbing, thought provoking reading on a topic

of importance to anyone who lives in a family, is interest6d in the family, or is

concerned with the future of our ociety's Children.

Reviewed by: Ade ine Levine, Department of Sociology, S a e University of
New York at Buffalo, Buffalo, New York
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Windows on Russia: A Report of the_
Handicapped Children.
James J. Gallagher (Ed. ). Washing
118 pp. $1.60 Paperback.

iifd States-USSR Seminar on Instruction of

D. C. : Government Printing Office, 1974.

On November 25, 1972, a delegatiop of A erican leaders special education,

early ch ldhood education, and speech entered the Soviet Union for a whirlwind tour of

facil ties and programs serving pandicappod children. What they found a a system

programing which is "matriarchal authoritarian, and co =Luna]." (p. 3). Women

ctmstitute the vast majority of teachers, professors, and researchers (the Soviets call
z
disability related resea hers Alefectologists"). Through a centralized educational

system, several research and development policy making bodies chart programs at

the national level, including teaching and therapy methods, cur icula, and texts for

dissemination to local communities The centralized and seemingly uniform nature

of the system is, however, mitigated by attention to regional need to accommodate

materials to cultural experience as well as to language differences. The communal

organization of services, another emphasis tIrk emerged from the Americans' visit,

ha cant heavy reliance upon residential and (what we have come to call) segregated

services. Only in early childhood programing can there be found asLgniffkant degree

of special programing for handicapped children in typical settLngs.

In view of our American preoccupation with questions ofdeinstitutionalization

and mainstreaming, it will surprise no one that during ceremonies which marked the

Americans' departure from the Soviet Union, leaders within the Institute of Defectology

suggested an openness to reevaluating sharing infor ation on the integration/segregation

question: "If we were to diseuris this question, I would say that in the past we bad

some experience with integrating handicapped children into the normal schools and it
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was nt effective. This was in an earlier stage, the 1920's and 30's. Now we are in

a new stage of education and science, with new opportun tie so now we c: :turn to

this.question to study what each country has that is useful" (p. . The Soviets also

expressed con's derable interest in future collaboration and inquiry, concerning issues

of test ng, diagnostic metods, and strategies for manual deaf education.

Yet the truly exciting content of Windows on Russia concerns not so much these

Soviet responses to issues that have been controvers al in America but rather those

essential themes and componentswhich make Soviet spe 'al education and resear h

different from our own.

What do we learn from "defectologist " in the Soviet Union? The institute of

Defectology includes five main areas or categories for study and education: Abnormal

Children; Vi ually LmpairedChildren; Intellectual Disorders; Auditorially Handicapped

Children; and Speech Disorders. Social retardation and behavioral disturbance exist

neither as research nor education areas, apparently because such concepth are

"incompatible with the ideological system of the Soviet Union. Some children have,

however, been labelled "developmentally backward, a term applied to children With

problems that we generally call learning disabilities. Further, the Soviets regard

spelling and writing problems as speech related and, so, such matters are dealt with

by the speech specialists. As the 8oviets! term "defectology" so clearly implies, the

Russian model assumes that all disabilities, including all recognized forms of

retardation, are organically based.

'Research tends to follow a case study design, usually clinical and often applied.

The.Americans report that while Soviet colleagues have considerable expertise in

expe imental desig-n and statistical methods, the Institute of Defectology has not
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emphasized these app oaches. It was found too that Soviet scholars are more int est-

in the eqi.ii,alent of competency based testing as opposed to more global I.Q. style

assessments. This of course fits with the strong Soviet commitment to continual

engagement in curriculum developinent and thereby to translate research findings into

practice. The theory to practice theme has its origins In Marxis5 ideology.

Epidemiology .has.not been a prior for. Soviet scholars and, as a consequence,

data are unavailable as to the incidence of disabilities. We do learn from this report,-

however, that the goal for the end of the current five fear edu ational plah (December

1975) was to_have 425,000 children enrolled in special programs. That figure repres-

lents 1% of all school age children. One would think that better incidence data will be
mPAo.

available in the n_ear future especially in view of the fact that all parents of newborn

children take their babies to diagnostic center yclmic een times during the

first year of life. If abnormalities are found, parents are offered the opportunity

enroll their children in special nursery and kindergarten programs. "During the last

preschool 'year the child is seen by the diagnostic team involving psychoneurologists,

defectologists, logopedists, and other appropr ate physicians ár siiecialists" (p. 9),

may then be referred to a special co mission for speciaLprograming and placement

by the regional educational authority.

Special curricula vary for each area of disability, but all have the com on
e

featUres that they relate directl to children's real life environments and attempt to

in.volve children thro _ levels of development, play with objects, and dramatic role

playing. Teacher training programs offer courses in these skill areas, as well as

other liberal arts topics, including the study of Marxism and Lenftlism. Teacher

training candidates must have had previous practical experience in teaching children,
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and they receive regular opportunities for pràeticum placement during their year

the University.

Windows on Russia presents so many interesting revelations .about Soviet 'special

education that one.can hardly resist the desire to further thiS investigatioli with

additional investigation, perhaps first h d. What, for example, are the imnplftations

of the policy to prohibit school children soial adv cement apart from academic

accomplishment? Is the Soviet econom c and political system particularly adaptable

to the policy of paying disabled adult equal wagesor manufacturing work? These

and many other questions still deseirve our attenti n.

If one can find any serious criticism with th s illuminating report, based on an

admittedly brief visit to Russia. itI that we are afforded too little insight into the

delegation's personal experiences nyone who has examined crosscultural issues

first hand will know, one often learns the most about a society and its pblicies and

practices from those incidents where a question seems stranely irrelevant to the

visiting or host group, from particularly -hu orous eVents, from experiences at

informal meetings with ordinary citizens of another country, and from popular media

accounts. Only the final chapter of Windows on Russia makes explicit reference to a

personal perspective on the trip. And here we gain some insights into the concerns

of people with disabilities. Here we see that the h story of Soviet development over

the past forty years has not given p iority to research into children with disabilities

until recently. Andphere we learn that most citizens know little about disabilities. Yet

one is left with additional and essential guestions" that might emerge from a more per-

sonal, culturally oriented investigation. How do the Soviets explain 'the predominance

of women in special education and research? How does Marxist ideology influence the
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field of special education and research? How do students conceptualizb the relationship

of ideology research, and teach If Soviet society has created a competitive educa-

tional ystem thatempbasizes pe sonal eiccellence, especially in scientific fields, what

impact hasithis had on the value placed by educators and citizens on persons who cannot
4

or hav1é not excelled intellectually? Is.social cooperation a powerful enough social'

value in the Soviet Union to make normalization and integration in future -years a lOgical

course of development?

These are just a few questions that e erge from reading Whidows on Russia.

as if we have given our curiosity just a quick taste through this whirlwind visit,

and haN-opened up a pano ama of scientific, cultural, and political questions to be

answered, it is hoped, through continued Soviet-A erican exchanges- To all who have

a concerkfor international persp ctives and practices in the field of exceptionality,

Windows on Russia provides impetus for curiosity and reflection upon lour own

culture, its policies, and its practicdS.

Reviewed by: Douglas P. Bilden, The Center on Human Policy, Division of Special
Education and Rehabilitation, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York.
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